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“Maybe you’re not meant to manipulate fire the way I do. Maybe sparks are all you’re ever going
to make.”He snarled, “Or maybe you just need to be a better teacher and give me more.” Before I
could reply, he grabbed my hand, twisted and pulled me into a restraining lock. Body pressed
against my back, he held me in a chokehold. I struggled. Kicked. Fought. Pain knifed me as I
tried to free myself. He spoke and his breath was hot in my ear. “Now, fire goddess let’s see if I
can make more than sparks.” Rising panic choked me, with it came rage. And with rage, came
fire. Keahi felt it. He laughed as I strained against him. As together we both burst into
flame...With Nafanua and the Covenant Sisterhood out of the way, Leila and Daniel are finally
able to love without fear of retribution. Or are they? As a malicious Telesā plots her revenge, a
mysterious stranger arrives on the island. Fueled by hate and running from a fiery past, he looks
to Leila for answers and she must fight to contain the fury of Fanua-afi while trying to protect all
those she loves. It seems that this is a battle she must wage alone, for Daniel’s ocean birthright
cannot be denied and he refuses to walk beside her. Are Leila and Daniel destined to be forever
divided by the elements? When it comes to Water and Fire, daughter of earth and son of the
ocean – who will endure? When water burns?This is the second book in the Telesā Series and
follows on from book one, 'Telesā: The Covenant Keeper.'REVIEWS“I flat out love these books.
Reading and reading for days; revelling in that rush of finding a brilliant series, and knowing
you’re not even halfway through yet. Telesā is just that kind of story.” Catherine Woulfe, Books
Editor, The Sapling, NZ.“Telesā is supernatural elements grounded in Samoa of old, the reading
and seeding of myths and legends and lores untold, genealogy and story strung in the integrity
of line, Pacific epistemologies wrapped in passion sublime. Its ancient mythology meets teenage
biology, a kind of Sex in the city meets Hex in the Bush!” Dr Selina Tusitala Marsh, NZ Poet
Laureate.“In the words of Simone, a DALASHIOUS sequel to Telesā. If I were to sum this book
up in three words, it would be: fast-paced, captivating, and unpredictable!” Sieni A.M, renowned
author of Ilumine Her.“Amazing, great, fantastic, emotional and even stronger than the first book.
Lani did an amazing job on keeping the story, characters and everything as good (no even
better). She has amazing talent that shines through the pages and keeps you hooked until the
very end. I absolutely LOVED it!” A.R Von, Goodreads.“A fantastic read. A lot of twists and turns!”
Holly, Goodreads.“A rollercoaster of love, battles and heartache!” Vanessa, Goodreads.“This is
one of my absolute favorite series'. It joins the ranks of the greats like Twilight and The Hunger
Games. I could read it over and over again. Trust me, if you haven't given this series a shot, you
are missing out.” Sherre Copeland, Reviewer at Beckoned By Books.

“These are strong, realized women capable of wondrous feats, and Bennett ensures that they
remain the heroes of their own stories.” – IGN “Bombshells is a win for both female characters



and female creators, and that double victory is well worth celebrating.” – NewsaramaAbout the
AuthorMarguerite Bennett is comic book writer currently working on DC Bombshells, Marvel's A-
Force and 1602: Witch Hunter Angela.
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TelesaWhen Water Burns   Lani Wendt YoungAlso by Lani Wendt Young FictionTelesā: The
Covenant Keeper (Book I of the Telesā series)Afakasi Woman (A Collection of Short
Stories)Non-FictionPacific Tsunami “Galu Afi”You can read more writing by Lani Wendt Young
and stay updated on the Telesā series at her website.http://
sleeplessinSamoa.blogspot.comPraise for Lani Wendt Young and the ‘Telesā’ series“Telesā is a
kind of ‘Sex in the City’ meets hex in the bush … It’s ancient mythology meets teenage biology,
Pele's fire meets adolescent desire … Lani has set the bar for Pacific fiction with this Young
Adult Supernatural Romance Thriller.”Prof. Selina Tusitala Marsh, Poet and Scholar“Lani has the
knack of weaving traditions into the narrative without making their inclusion and explanation feel
worthy or forced. An enjoyable and engrossing book with a gripping story that whips the reader
along. The depiction of Leila’s struggles with identity, sexuality, and society’s expectations will
resonate with teens and ex-teens all over the world, while its warm portrayal of Samoan culture
gives it a character all its own.”A Year of Reading the World, Ann Morgan, Editor, Freelance
writer for Education UK“Everything you could possibly want in a book – romance, intrigue, great
characters who came to life … I didn’t want to put the book down.”Jillian Dodd, Bestselling
Author of ‘That Boy’“Not since ‘Twilight’ have I felt this way after reading a book. Just as I have
this feeling that I MUST visit Forks, Washington, I now MUST go to Samoa. There’s so much
culture, legend, and myth. This is a book you can read over and over and never tire of.”Sherre
Leach, Beckoned By Books, USACopyright © 2012 Lani Wendt YoungThe moral right of the
author has been asserted.All rights reserved.No part of this publication may be reproduced in
any form or by any means, without the permission of the author, nor be otherwise circulated in
any form of binding or cover other than that in which it is published. Thank you for respecting the
hard work of this author.All characters and events in this publication, other than those clearly in
the public domain, are fictitious and any resemblance to real persons, living or dead, is purely
coincidental. Likewise, the author does not claim to be an expert in any facet of Samoan history,
culture, mythology, or language. All supposed legends and cultural practices described in this
book are the invention of the author.Cover design: Jordan KwanCover models: Faith Wulf, Ezra
TaylorDEDICATIONTo Jade, Sade, Zion, Zach, and Bella, who allow me space to breathe, room
to dance and dream. You give me the courage to write books – and then actually let others read
them.GlossaryAikae – Samoan swear wordAmazeballs – Awesome. Wonderful.Dalashious –
Delicious.Einjo – Yes! Exactly. Of course.Faka’ofo’ofa – Beautiful (Tongan)Feke Tenifa – Octopus
Monster. Mythical creature. (Tongan)Freakin – freaking. Shocking.Nupi – be quiet.Pugi – Shut
up.Tapuaki – Blessing. (Tongan)Thang – Thing. Relationship. Affair.Uce – brother.Wanna – want
toThe Creation. According to Telesā LegendIn the beginning there was darkness, a great
expanse, and Tangaloa-langi moved upon the face of the darkness. After a time Tangaloa-langi
grew tired and rested, and where the god stood, there grew up a rock. Then Tangaloa-langi said
to the rock, “Be thou split up” and hit the rock with one hand. It split open and the earth was



brought forth on the one side and the sea was brought forth on the other. And the earth glowed
red with fire and the sea enveloped it and water burned at its edges. Tangaloa-langi reached
down, took of earth and mixed it with water, fashioning it with godly hands to make Man. And
then the god breathed life on that which had been made.“Let the Spirit and the Heart and Will
and Thought go on and join together inside the Man.”And they joined together there and Man
became intelligent. And Tangaloa-langi joined Man to the earth, through the creation of Woman.
‘Fatu-ma-le-Ele-ele’ meaning Heart and Earth.“Let Earth give nourishment to Man and let Man
always treasure her as his heart beats with the red blood of life. Let Earth be the rock man
stands on to give him strength. The trees that will shelter him. The waters that will sustain him.
Let Earth’s fire be the heat that warms him. And in return, let Man be the protector. The
guardian.”But Tangaloa-langi saw that as Man multiplied and replenished the earth, his heart
grew cold and greed ate at it like the poison of the stonefish. Tangaloa-langi saw that Man
trampled Earth beneath his feet and bowed Woman to his will. Earth’s cries moved Tangaloa-
langi. So again the god of all took pieces of earth and mixed them with water. But this time,
Tangaloa-langi breathed upon this creation with the raging winds of the expanse. Touched it with
the jagged fire that rains from angry skies and made a telesā. She was beautiful. Her name was
‘telesā matagi.’ Sacred one of storms. Air.Then Tangaloa-langi cast a fiery net upon the waters
and drew forth ocean’s might. The crashing wave. The surging tide that speaks to Masina the
moon. And all the living things that swim and creep in the midnight blue depths. All this Tangaloa-
langi fashioned with godly hands into another. She was beautiful. Her name was ‘telesā vasa
loloa.’ Sacred one of ocean. Water.But Tangaloa-langi was not satisfied. Listening to the cries of
ele-ele, feeling of her pain as Man’s heart spurned her, rage filled the god of all things. Reaching
deep within Earth’s core, to where molten rock flowed and life pulsed, Tangaloa-langi brought
forth fire and melded it with earth, cooled it with ocean and made ‘telesā fanua afi.’ Sacred one
of earth. Fire. She was beautiful. She burned with all the strength of ele-ele. Her heart beat with
the fire that would eclipse man’s. He that had betrayed Earth. He that was meant to be the heart
but had instead chosen to be the destroyer.Tangaloa-langi looked upon what had been created
and saw that it was good. “My daughters, yours is a godly trust, an eternal birthright. You will
covenant to watch over ele-ele and fill the chasm left by an unfeeling Man and be her heart. You
will speak with the voices of wind, water, and fire. You will stir Man up to a remembrance of his
sacred partnership with earth.”Then Tangaloa-langi fashioned with godly hands a carved
talisman. The Covenant Bone. Whale bone interlocked with shark tooth. Boar’s tusk encrusted
with shimmering iridescent oyster shell, adorned with black pearl and gleaming river rock. The
fierce razor-bite of the swordfish. The soulful deep green promise of jadestone. All these
Tangaloa-langi interwove to create a necklace of three distinct pieces, which was then washed in
the blood of a god, imbuing it with the very essence of Tangaloa-langi.“The Covenant Bone will
unite the three elements. It will allow the gifts of many to be woven as one, making it possible for
the telesā who bears it to wield the gifts of her sisters into one supreme power. For it is only
when there is harmony between earth’s gifts, that there can be peace. And life. There will come a



time, when earth’s greatest dangers threaten, that one of you will be called to unite your sisters
into one Covenant. The Bone Bearer will lead you.”And then Tangaloa-langi looked upon telesā
fanua afi. “In those troubled days, you will be the one chosen to reach out to embrace man once
again as the heart. So that all will be as it should. ‘Fatu-ma-le-Ele-ele.’ You will give your fire so
that Man may live. And he will give his heart so that earth may live.”And thus did Tangaloa-langi
create telesā.To watch over earth and be the heart that Man refused to be.Ten Years Ago,
HawaiiThe little boy tried his hardest not to fall asleep, not to give in to waves of tiredness. But he
was fighting a losing battle. Moonlight painted the room white. A bedraggled room with a
battered chest of drawers in one corner and a single mattress on the floor with faded, torn
sheets. The boy sat bolt upright with his back against the wall, one arm placed protectively over
the little girl who lay asleep. Waiting. Dreading. There were hopeful questions. Maybe she
wouldn’t come home tonight? She had done that before. Disappeared for a few days. She would
reappear giddy with repressed excitement. Her hands trembling. Talk about their luck finally
changing. Show them a wad of cash. They would eat Chinese takeaway. Ice cream. She would
tell them they could go to school like regular kids. But the buzz never lasted and she would revert
to her usual self. The frightening stranger who screamed at them. Hit them. Berated them for
making her life a living hell.So yes, the little boy hoped they would be lucky. He hoped she
wouldn’t come home. Because it was better than the alternative. Because maybe she would
come home lucky. With a man. And the children would have to cover their ears and hide under
the sheet against the sounds that would come from the front room. And when it was quiet, the
little boy would stand guard over his sister. Because sometimes, their mother’s visitors would
look around the apartment and discover that the exotic dancer they had left the club with had
two children. A boy and a girl. A slight, thin pair with the cinnamon coloring of their Polynesian
mother and the charcoal black eyes and hair of their African-American father. And sometimes,
on a few frightening occasions, the visitors would display a bit too much interest in children. Yes,
there were many reasons why the boy fought sleep.There was the fumbling of a key in the front
door lock, the muted laughter of a woman and the rough voice of a man. “Hurry up, I don’t have
all night.”The door banged open and the little boy jolted upright, eyes wide. His first move was to
check his sister asleep on his lap. No, she was safe. And still sleeping. Hearing the commotion
from the front room, the little boy stiffened, his eyes darting everywhere, calculating, trying to
decide. There was a fire escape just outside the bedroom window. They had taken refuge out
there before when their mother’s visitors had been too rowdy, when the sounds of partying and
sometimes even the sounds of beating had grown too terrifying. The little boy’s brow furrowed as
he thought about waking up his sister, shushing her questions and fears, hurrying them out to
the rusty, decaying fire escape where they would have to huddle in the cold night until morning.
Hoping the rickety structure would hold them. Before he could decide though, their bedroom
door opened.“What do we have here?” The man was tall and broad. His form took up the whole
doorway. He smelled of beer and something else. Some indefinable odor that the boy couldn’t
recognize. He tightened his grip on his sister but apart from that he didn’t move. He was still, so



still. Like a mouse enthralled by a snake. Maybe if I don’t move, it will go away, it won’t bite? The
man took several steps further into the room, peering into the darkness. “Hey, you got a couple
of kids in here!”The woman appeared from behind him. She swayed, there was no structure, no
form to her body. She was a puppet missing several strings. She stared at the children with
glazed eyes and the boy knew she would be no help to them. Again. His breathing shallowed
and fear ran with icy cold feet into his chest. He gazed up at the man with wide eyes.“Damn girl,
how many kids you got? You’re a sly whore, keeping them a secret in here.”The woman waved
an airy hand, careless and dismissive. “Twins. Always getting in my way. Their useless father was
no help.” She turned away, pulling at the man’s arm. “Come on baby, forget them, let’s get back to
business.”The man allowed himself to be pulled away, but the final look he threw over his
shoulder betrayed his interest in the children. The door slammed shut and the little girl jerked
awake with a faint cry. “Keahi?” He shushed her. “It’s me. I’m here Mailani.”She sat up, looking
fearfully at the shut door. “Is she home? Is there someone with her?”Keahi nodded and Mailani’s
lower lip trembled as tears threatened. “What are we going to do? What if it happens
again?”“Shh, we’ll be fine. Come on, get up. Help me move the mattress.” Together the two
lugged the deadweight mattress and put it against the door before Keahi pulled her to sit beside
him with their backs against the door. Mailani turned worried eyes to her brother. “This won’t stop
them. They can still get in. We should go outside onto the fire escape.”Keahi shook his head.
“No. Last time we were out there that thing almost ripped out of the wall, it’s so rusted and worn.
No, it’s too dangerous.”Mailani didn’t say anything but both children felt the heavy weight of
unspoken words in the air. Just as dangerous as staying inside. They sat like that for over an
hour. Trying not to listen to the noises from the front room. Trying not to think. They held hands
and the rapid panic of their hearts beat in time with each other.The noises from the front room
had stilled. There was a rattling as someone tried the door handle. An aggravated curse as the
door met with resistance. “Open this door. Do you hear me? Open it now.”Both Keahi and Mailani
jumped to their feet and pushed with all their might against the door. But two skinny little eight-
year-olds were no match for a grown man determined to get in. One more shove and the
children scattered, darting to stand against the window. The man smiled at them both, his hands
on his hips. “What’s the matter kids? I’m not going to hurt you. I’m a friend of your mom’s. She
wants us to be good friends too.” He motioned over his shoulder back to the living room where
the woman was passed out on the dirty sofa.Mailani’s eyes brimmed with tears as Keahi pulled
her to stand behind him. “Please sir, leave us alone. Our mother won’t like it if you bother us.”The
man roared with laughter. “Yeah right. I told your mother that I would give her an extra twenty for
a little visit with you two. You know what she said?” He leered down at them and adopted a
breathy soprano voice, “Oh baby, you go right ahead. I just want you to be happy.”The little boy’s
face tensed and he turned to lift open the window. “Hurry Mailani, you go first.”“Oh, no you don’t.
I want to take a closer look at that pretty little thing. Come here.” The man lunged, easily batted
Keahi aside and grabbed at Mailani. She screamed and kicked her feet uselessly as he carried
her back across the room and threw her down onto the dingy mattress. He put a giant hand over



her mouth and his voice was low, menacing. “Shut up.” With one swift movement, he ripped the
front of her nightdress, exposing her thin frame with all its scars and bruises. With the moon-
white birthmark of a crested wave on her shoulder. The little girl lay rigidly with her eyes shut, her
fists clenched by her side. Across the room, the little boy was trying to stand. The man’s blow
had sent him headfirst into the chest of drawers and blood ran from the cut on his face. He
looked at his sister. This was worse. So much worse than all the times before.“Get off her!” He
ran, and jumped on the man’s back, wildly punching, kicking, pulling hair – anything and
everything to get this man away from his sister.The man straightened up with an angry roar. “You
little brat!” He reached behind him, took hold of the boy and threw him across the room. Not
content with that, he then walked over to where Keahi lay and kicked him. Again and again. In
the stomach, the face, the legs, his back. The boy curled up into a tight ball but it did little for him
against the onslaught of blows. Mailani was screaming. A thin high-pitched scream that only
aggravated the man further. One more vicious kick and Keahi was still. Only then did the man
leave him, turn aside and go back to the little girl. “I told you to shut up.” He hit her once across
the face. It was enough to silence her. To render her immobile. The man was deep breathing now
with the exertion of his night. He unbuckled his belt and dropped his pants before moving to
position himself over the inert figure of the little girl on the mattress.Behind him, Keahi was
fighting to emerge from the whirlpool of pain that held him captive, wanting to suck him down
into oblivion. No, Mailani. Have to help Mailani. Have to stop him. He was battered and bruised.
Broken ribs. Boot imprints on tender flesh. Bloodied face. Eyes swollen near-shut. But he fought
on. From a wilderness away, he could hear the panting, heaving breaths of the man as he tried to
do bad things to his sister. Keahi opened his eyes, spat blood and chipped fragments of teeth
from his mouth. He tried to stand. He saw what was happening to Mailani. Pain, hurt, fear, rage,
desperation built and exploded. And then another kind of pain ripped through Keahi’s body. Pain
like fire. Burning, charring, searing pain.He shouted. “No.” Fire jerked from his body, lighting up
the room in blinding redness.The man was interrupted, half-turned. “What the hell …” It would be
the last words he ever spoke. A ball of fire consumed him. The man screamed, staggered, fell to
his knees.But the fire was not appeased. Flames rippled along the ceiling, down the walls,
hungrily devouring the wooden chest of drawers, the mattress. The very air. The little girl. With
horror-stricken eyes, Keahi watched as fire consumed his sister’s body. He shouted, “Mailani!”
He tried to run to her, but the heat, the flames were too much for him. The fire was moving fast,
so fast. There was not enough oxygen left for him to breathe. The last thing the little boy
remembered was how peaceful his sister looked as she lay there on the mattress – like a
princess on her fiery pyre of death. “Mailani!”The burning ceiling collapsed in on the
boy.Everything went black.It was over.TodaySimone, SamoaSubject: The gift to surpass all
othersAMAZEBALLS! I love my iPhone4. Love it, love it, love it. You rock. When I opened the
package, I was almost more excited than the time I was in the elevator in the Central Bank
building with some of the Manu Samoa team, breathing the same air as the dalashious Kahn
Fotuali’i. Thank you!Leila, Washington D.C.Subject: You’re welcomeAs soon as I saw them, I



knew you had to have one. Besides, now you can keep me up to date on all the latest from
Samoa.Simone, SamoaSubject: Mission acceptedI knew it. You want me to spy on Daniel for
you. Make sure the evil Mele doesn’t sink her claws into him. Einjo. Don’t worry, I am up to the
task. I will stick to Daniel like a sweat-stained shirt. I will keep every piece of him safe. For you.
And only you. (Of course.)Leila, Washington D.C.Subject: WhateverPugi. Shut up. (Like my
fa’afafine slang? I’m learning.) I also know some other bad words but will save them until I see
you in a few weeks. But I’m not worried about Daniel. I know who his heart belongs to.Simone,
SamoaSubject: Body guarding dutyWho said anything about his heart?! I shall guard his body.
Some parts more thoroughly than others. Do you want instant pics of us together? Visual
evidence of my bodyguard efficiency?Leila, Washington D.C.Subject: NupiShut it. There are no
other words.I had to laugh as I ended my conversation with Simone. There had been no chance
to say goodbye to him before I caught my last-minute flight to Los Angeles. Actually, there hadn’t
been time to do much of anything before I left. After the nightmare show-down with Nafanua and
Sarona, I had taken Daniel back to his house and been given the evils by Salamasina when she
saw his injuries. She could barely restrain her rage when I gave her the censored and
condensed version of what had happened with Nafanua’s sisterhood. I didn’t tell her about the
dolphins. Or about the certainty that Daniel shouldn’t be alive, that something inconceivable had
brought him back to that moonlit shore. She was angry enough as it was. I wasn’t sure who she
had been more furious at – the telesā sisterhood who had abducted Daniel and stabbed him, or
me for getting him marked as a target.“I warned my son you would only bring him pain and
suffering. I knew something like this would happen.”“I’m sorry Mrs. Tahi. I never meant for any of
this to happen. I tried to protect him. I love Daniel. I would do anything to keep him safe.”I could
have chopped my arm off in her kitchen and it still wouldn’t have convinced her that I really was
sorry for what had happened. She only hissed at me, “You are telesā. No man is safe with
you.”There was nothing to say to that. Because in my heart of hearts, I knew it to be true. As I left
Salamasina’s house, the sun had been coming up. I had been gone all night and I knew Matile
and Tuala would not be happy. I rushed home to reassure my aunt that I had not been abducted
by rapists, muggers, or Satan worshippers. To my surprise, she and Tuala had not been mad at
me. Instead, they had sat me down to give me the news. My grandmother had been hit with
another stroke. Only this time, it was bad. Very bad. She was in the intensive care unit and the
family was gathering to say good bye. My uncle Thomas had called to tell me I needed to get
back to Washington D.C. As quickly as possible. They didn’t think Grandmother would hang on
much longer. I reeled. The old lady was an indomitable force of nature – how could she be
dying? Matile had hugged me, which kind of shocked me even more. And Uncle Tuala had
patted me awkwardly on the shoulder.“We are very sorry for your loss, Leila.”They talked about
Grandmother Folger like she was already dead, which made me a little angry. Of course the old
lady wasn’t dead. And she wasn’t going to die any time soon either. She was the toughest
person I had ever known and she was not going to die. There had been so few constants in my
life that I would not imagine living without Grandmother Folger’s reserved disapproval. No, she



was not going to die.The next few hours had been a flurry of activity. Throwing clothes into a
suitcase, making an emergency booking on a flight out that would leave in a few hours,
everything was rush, rush, rush. I had detoured to Daniel’s on the way to the airport but he had
been asleep and Salamasina refused to wake him.“I gave him a sleeping potion. He needs to
rest so his body can heal.”She wouldn’t even let me in past the front door. So instead, I had left
him a note. And tried not to cry. What kind of girlfriend abandoned the one she loved when he
needed her the most?We had been late to check in at the airport, so farewells were rushed. At
the very last minute I saw the mobile phone store with the sign screaming ‘The New iPhone4 is
Here! Do You Have Yours?’It was perfect. I bought two. Thank you, Visa. One for Daniel and the
other for Simone. Getting Matile to agree to deliver the package to Simone hadn’t been a
problem. She was thoroughly entranced with Simone. If I hadn’t been trying so hard not to think,
not to feel – I would have laughed at the inanity of it. The strait-laced, sour, forever-prayerful
Aunty Matile connecting with the vivacious, exuberant, lip-sticked Simone. Oh well, life was full
of contradictions and that was certainly one of them.A rushed goodbye to the couple who had
been my adoptive parents for the last year and I was through Customs and onto the airplane. Not
until the plane was in the air. Not until the flight attendants had done their safety demo. Not until
then did everything hit me.My mother Nafanua had tried to kill my best friend, Jason. My
mother’s sister Sarona had tried to kill my boyfriend, Daniel. But instead she had killed my
mother while Nafanua had been trying to protect me. All of her sisters were dead. Their life force
sucked dry by Sarona in some bizarre telesā ritual. Daniel had nearly died, only some freak
ocean ‘thing’ had returned him to me alive. There was a possibility that somewhere out there, the
psycho witch Sarona was still alive. And now, my Grandmother was dying. It was a lot to
process.I hadn’t slept or eaten anything for two days. I wanted to cry. Scream. Rage. Sob. Burn
things. Instead, I went to sleep.The flight attendant woke me when we landed in New Zealand,
and the transit lounge was a blur of grey tiredness. On another plane to Los Angeles, the tears
had finally claimed me and, once they started, I found it almost impossible to stop them. I cried
because I didn’t want to go back to America. I wanted to be there for Daniel when he woke up. I
cried because I didn’t want my grandmother to die. There were things I wanted to tell her. Things
I needed to ask her. I prayed, Please don’t let her die. Please let that fierce old woman fight
death a little longer. Please don’t let my grandmother die. Prayer hadn’t worked for my dad but
maybe a year of going to church with Aunty Matile would make God more willing to hear me.
Maybe now God might know who I was?Arriving in Washington D.C. had been a shock to the
system. In more ways than one. It was winter after all, and I had just come from the sauna of
Samoa. Snow was a dirty grey blanket on the city I had grown up in. I had gratefully accepted the
thick coat that Thomas’ wife Annette had brought to the airport for me. And now here we were,
warm and sheltered in the sleek silver Lincoln town car, on our way to the hospital. I read
Simone’s texts again and they were a welcome warmth in the midst of a D.C. winter. A reminder
of where I had come from and the people there who cared about me. I wondered if Daniel had
gotten my gift yet and when I could expect a message from him.Annette interrupted my



thoughts. “Your grandmother is just hanging on. They took her off the respirator last night and
she’s breathing on her own, but the doctors said she probably won’t make it another forty-eight
hours.”Her warning gave me that unexpected pain again. The one that crept up on me, surprising
me with its wistful intensity. I didn’t like Grandmother Folger. And I had grown up thinking that she
didn’t like me either. But my experiences in Samoa had made me more able to accept my dad’s
constant reminder – that my grandmother’s disapproval of everything about me came from
genuine concern. She just worries about you and wants you to be happy. She wants what’s best
for you, that’s all …Annette issued me with a gentle warning. “She’s waiting for you. You know
that, don’t you?”That made no sense. I had been nothing but a nuisance to the woman. What,
did she have one last lecture she wanted to give me? “I doubt that, Annette.”A fleeting look of
annoyance flashed across the older woman’s carefully made-up face. “Leila, you aren’t going to
be difficult about this, are you? Not when your grandmother is literally on her death bed? I was
hoping that your time away would have seen you mature and get over this childish need to
forever battle with your grandmother. Don’t tell me you still have that giant chip on your
shoulder?”Her words stung. And not because they were uncalled for. The old Leila would have
snapped back with a few snide remarks. Cutting and abrasive. But the Leila who had spent
months living with teenagers who rarely, if ever, answered back to an adult was better about
controlling her words. Her temper. Because she had seen what losing her cool could result in.
Fire. Havoc. Pain. “You’re right. I apologize, Annette. It’s been a long flight and I’m worried about
Grandmother Folger. I hope I get the chance to talk to her. Really talk to her.”Annette’s eyes were
wary. Doubtful. “About what? We don’t want her getting upset, Leila. Not now. Not when she has
so little time left.”“No, I wouldn’t do that. I just want her to know that I understand now why she
was so upset about my decision to go to Samoa. And believe it or not, there were quite a few
times that I actually missed her.”I could tell Annette was surprised. So was I. Who knew that I
would ever admit out loud that I had missed my grandmother? There were more Folgers at the
hospital. Annette’s husband, my uncle Thomas. My dad’s other two brothers, Michael and
Cameron. Their wives. More beautiful, elegant women like Annette. Some cousins. White on
white. The Folger family was reserved and calm. Nobody was crying. Nobody looked ruffled or
even unsettled. Everyone was polite and cordial. Quiet welcomes and questions about my flight.
Even their children – the little Folgers – sat quietly coloring pictures in the waiting room. As usual
with every Folger family gathering, I felt very brown. Very much the outsider. And now that I was
a spirit woman volcano goddess in disguise, any hope of blending in with my palagi family had to
be chucked out the window.Annette ushered me into Grandmother’s room. I walked to stand
beside her bed, apprehensive about what I would see. But after almost a year and two strokes,
Grandmother Folger looked just the same. The silver white hair pulled back into a chignon. The
austere expression on her face – even now, while in sleep. Looking for all the world like she was
going to open her eyes at any moment and critique my rumpled clothes and messy tangle of
hair. As usual.The only person in the room who was any different, was me.I was not the same girl
who had last simmered, listening to another of Grandmother’s lectures. The resentment, the



anger, the insecurity were gone. I sat beside her bed and carefully took her hand in mine, noting
the frailty. I studied the lined face, wondering how many wrinkles could be attributed to her
rebellious grand-daughter who had run away to an island on the other side of the world in search
of a family in a land of strangers. How much had she known about Nafanua? How much had my
father told her about why he had left Samoa eighteen years ago, taking me with him? What did
she know about my twin? The brother I had never known? Unbidden, a tear trickled down my
cheek as I remembered how agitated my Grandmother had been when I announced my travel
plans for Samoa. All the times during the past year in my new home that I had thought about her.
Missed her. I wished she could hear me now. I wished she could know everything I knew now
that I wished I had known then.She stirred. As if my wish had pierced the drug-filled haze she
slept in.“Grandmother? It’s me, Leila.”She opened her eyes. And for the first time in forever, my
grandmother looked happy to see me. “Leila?” Her voice was a bare remnant of what it used to
be, weak and soft, swallowed up by the humming monitors. “Is that really you?”I leaned closer.
“Yes, it’s me.”“You came back. You’re alright.” She tightened her grip in mine. “I was so worried
about you.”“I’m fine, Grandmother. I’m alright.” I took a deep breath and then rushed on, wanting
to get it all out before I lost my nerve. “I came as soon as I heard you were ill. I wanted to tell you
that I’m sorry. For leaving the way I did. For so many things. I didn’t understand why you were so
against my trip to Samoa. A lot of stuff has happened over the last few months and I’ve been
wanting to see you so I could tell you in person, I’m sorry. For being the world’s most annoying
grand-daughter.”She smiled the barest of smiles and there was the hint of a softening in her
faded blue eyes. A whisper. “Not annoying. Just ridiculous.”My eyes widened in surprise. “Why,
Grandmother Folger, if I didn’t know any better, I would say you just cracked a joke.”She
grimaced, and the familiar disapproving Grandmother was back. “Ladies don’t ‘crack’ jokes
Leila.” She glanced at my outfit. “Good heavens child, what are you wearing under that coat?
Don’t tell me you travelled looking like that?” She paused to breathe laboriously, gathering the
energy to continue. “How many times do I have to remind you that denim jeans and a sweatshirt
are not suitable attire for leaving the house in? Would it have been too much to ask that you
brush your hair before visiting your dying grandmother in the hospital?”I ignored the death
reference and hid my grin. “You must be feeling better if you can notice my casual attire. Don’t
you know the grunge look is all the rave right now? Even Fifth Avenue’s finest are dressing down
this year.”She ignored my lame attempts at teasing and only smiled a faint half-smile before
closing her eyes, fading back into sleep. A rush of happiness filled me. Relief. Gratitude. I had
made it. Grandmother knew I was here. She was happy to see me. The prayers had worked.
Thank you God, and thank you Aunty Matile for introducing us. I sat by Grandmother’s side for a
while longer, feeling more at peace then I had in a long while. Annette peeked in every so often
to check on us. Probably wanting to make sure I wasn’t upsetting Grandmother by being my
usual argumentative self. (Or swiping her morphine.)And then Grandmother shifted uneasily in
the bed and opened her eyes. This time she looked agitated. Fearful. The monitors beeped
alarmingly and I threw a look over my shoulder out the open door. Somebody, anybody? “Hey,



it’s alright. I’m here. Everything’s alright. Do you want me to call for the nurse?”“No.” The
sharpness of her tone caught me. Her hand clawed at mine and held me. She was breathing
quick, shallow breaths and every word was a struggle. “Have to tell you. Very important. Should
have told you before you left last year. Should have kept you here. Safe. From that woman.”Her
words confirmed my suspicions. Grandmother had known. My dad had told her about Nafanua.
There had been more behind her anger at my Samoa trip than she had revealed. I placed a
calming hand on Grandmother’s shoulder. “I’m safe, Grandmother. You don’t need to worry about
me anymore.” I can set fire to this building. You really don’t need to be afraid for me anymore.“He
lied. I don’t know why. He lied.”“What are you talking about?” She was confused. I patted her arm
and discreetly pushed the call button for the nurse.“Your father. He lied.”“I know, Grandmother.
But it’s okay. I understand why he didn’t tell me about my mother. Trust me, it’s alright.”But she
wasn’t listening to me. She was shaking her head back and forth, whimpering. “No, no. He lied.
After the funeral. I packed his things away. I looked through his passport. Your father. Before his
trip to Africa. He went back to Samoa. Back to see her.”“What?” I couldn’t believe what I was
hearing. She was delusional. This didn’t make sense. But as Grandmother Folger clutched me to
her, I stared into her eyes and knew – she had never been more lucid.“He went to Samoa before
his last Africa assignment. I don’t know why or what happened there. But two weeks later he was
dead. She killed him. That witch. Your mother. She killed him. I know it. She killed my baby
grandson. And then she made my son sick with her filthy island magic. I know it. She killed your
father.”She collapsed back onto the pillows as if this accusation had leached her of all energy.
She was spent. Her eyes closed again and the monitors settled back into their monotone hum.
Calm. Unhurried. Peaceful.Except I wasn’t anything close to calm. Or peaceful. I had been dealt
another gut-kicking blow. Would I ever catch a break and get a month, a week without shocking
revelations? Thoughts tumbled over each other, chasing answers, chasing some semblance of
order. Dad, why did you go back to Samoa? What were you searching for, hoping for? Nafanua,
what did you do to my father? It made no sense. Nafanua hadn’t said anything about seeing my
father. She had been surprised to hear about his death, I was sure of it.Or was I? How good an
actress had she been really? Was it so impossible to imagine that she had poisoned my dad
somehow? Cursed him with the kind of cancer that had no cure, came on with no warnings, and
gave no mercy?“Leila?” It was Annette. Concerned and curious. She was joined by two nurses
who bustled about, checking the machines, checking Grandmother Folger, insinuating
messages of ‘get out of here annoying girl’ in their every movement. “What happened?”“Nothing.
She woke up and wanted to talk to me. She was upset. But it’s nothing now.” I stumbled to my
feet. I wanted my grandmother to wake up and tell me more. But she didn’t.Grandmother Folger
didn’t wake up again. She died two days later without ever regaining consciousness. A funeral in
Potomac was a well orchestrated social event. My grandmother had left nothing to chance. Or to
flights of fancy. From the hymns to the seating plan, to the choice of scripture reading to the color
of the flowers on the hearse – even to the filling for the sandwiches served at the family mansion
afterwards – she had it all planned. It would be elegant, dignified, and serene. Everything I was



not.The week passed in a kind of daze for me. I tried to be useful but rich people don’t mourn
without lots of paid help. Grandmother’s stately mansion was overflowing with caterers, florists,
waiting and bar staff, a sound crew, and more. Everybody had a task for preparing for the funeral
of the year. Everybody knew exactly what they were doing and where they were supposed to be
doing it. Everybody except for me. I was aimless. And lonely. The only thing that made the week
bearable was my phone. More specifically, my messages from a far-away Simone. And Daniel.
He was recovering well thanks to Salamasina’s natural remedies and was already back at work
in the welding shop. I’m not sure just how much work he was getting done though because I was
messaging him every other minute and sending him instagram pics of everything and hassling
him for the same. Being without him was like a constant ache. An emptiness. That feeling like
when you’ve left the house and you know you’ve forgotten something but you’re just not sure
what it is. And it nags and worries at you all day. Because you know that it’s something dreadfully
important. Vital. And at some point in your day, you’re going to need that unknown, missing
something. And you would be bereft without it.Simone was on holiday in New Zealand with his
family and loved to send me photos of the scintillating scenery. Most of it seemed to be rugged
and tattooed. And half naked. Clearly Simone was hanging out at a lot of beaches and making
the most of his new phone. The day I got my first message from Jason in San Francisco was an
exuberant fireworks kind of day. His recuperation was going much more slowly than Daniel’s.
Mainly because the American doctors had no clue what had been wrong with him. I had to laugh
at his descriptions of the medical team that had been waiting for him once he got airlifted back to
the US. Dressed in head-to-toe protective gear like spacemen, they had bustled him to an
isolation unit, treating him like radioactive waste. “They think I’ve got some nasty new tropical
infection that they’ve never heard of, so they’re acting like I’m a plague carrier or something,” he
grumbled. “I don’t even have a fever anymore and I keep telling them I feel fine but they’re not
convinced. I hate being locked up like this. I’m going to get my brothers to bust me out of here
soon.”I laughed, but inside me, the truth squirmed like slippery eels, biting and gnawing to get
out. When would I be brave enough to tell him what had really happened? It wasn’t right to keep
the truth from him. But I wasn’t ready. I hid my shame and guilt in relief that he was better, well
enough to complain daily about ‘sadistic doctors, mean nurses, and crappy food.’ I would tell him
when we next met. It was not the kind of thing that you told someone over a phone, I rationalized.
No, the right thing to do was to wait until we were together in person and I could look him in the
eyes and confess. I practiced my apology speech in my head many times. I broke the telesā law
by telling you my secret. I condemned you to death by asking you to help find a scientific cure for
my fire thing. My mother poisoned you. You were supposed to die a miserable, gut-wrenching
death. I was selfish and I’m sorry. Can you ever forgive me?It’s safe to say that I was not looking
forward to seeing Jason again in person. No matter how much I cared about him and no matter
how much I missed him. In the meantime, I was happy to exchange bantering, funny messages
with him all day. Because there was another huge white elephant in the room of all our
conversations.Almost dying does something to a person, you know? It makes him realize that



life is short. And you have to grab at every moment, every happiness with both hands. Tight. And
not let go. You gotta know, I’m in love with you.With his love declaration, Jason had placed in my
hands a fragile flower of possibility. And I wasn’t ready to hurt him by crushing it with the truth. I
spent some time in the attic going through boxes of my dad’s stuff that Grandmother Folger had
packed away into storage. I found the passport and took it back downstairs with me. The guilty
Samoa stamps stared back at me accusingly. So? Your dad took me to Samoa. Big deal.
Whatchya gonna do about it? I couldn’t do anything about it. There was no one to ask. No one to
confront. So I stowed it away and tried not to think about it. Being at Grandmother’s house and
back in D.C. was kind of painful. Everything and everywhere reminded me of my dad. I was
anxious for the funeral to be over so that I could go back to Samoa. Something I suspected my
Folger family would not be happy about. Something I waited until after the funeral proceedings
were over with before broaching with them.“What do you mean, you’re going back there?” Uncle
Thomas was exasperated and Annette handed him a glass of wine with a soothing glance.“I
think your uncle is just concerned for your future, Leila. You should be thinking about college. If
you go back to Samoa, what will you do about school?”I had done my homework. I was ready. “I
have thought about college, Annette. There’s a National University in Samoa and all the other
seniors in my high school go there to do a university preparatory year before applying for
scholarships to colleges in Australia and New Zealand.” I took a deep breath before plunging into
the rest of my carefully prepared announcement. “I’m going to enroll at National University and
do another year in Samoa.”They both looked startled. More so because I actually had a plan.
They glanced at each other before Thomas took the lead. “And where will you live?”“National
University doesn’t have a dorm. My mother’s relatives, Matile and Tuala, are happy to have me
stay there again. I’ll stay with them when I first get back but I’m going to look for an apartment to
rent. I know the country well enough now to live on my own. I’ve made friends at school that I
could probably get to room with me if I need company. I have enough money from Dad’s
insurance payout to support me through the year if I budget it carefully.”Thomas waved his hand
at the mention of money. “Don’t be ridiculous. You’re a Folger and you never need to worry about
finance. You have your trust fund account and I know that your grandmother would have wanted
you to be well taken care of. I’ll have my secretary set up an allowance for you.”Elation. Not about
the money but the fact that I wasn’t going to get fought on this. “So, you’re going to be okay with
this?” I looked at him, then at Annette and back again at Thomas. “No legal threats? No
lectures?”A tired sigh. “No. Would it make any difference? You’ll be nineteen in a few months.
You’re an adult. Besides, my mother was very specific in her will and final instructions about you,
Leila. She may not have been happy about your country choice of residence but she was
insistent that we do everything to make sure you go to university. And if it means starting your
degree at a Samoan university, then so be it.”Annette added her piece. “Your grandmother did
say she was glad you had found some of your mother’s family, that you seemed to be happy with
them because she knew you often felt like an outsider here. This couple, Matile and Tuala, they
have clearly welcomed you as one of their own.” She studied me intently. “Your time there has



been good for you. We can all see that. Can’t we, Thomas?”My uncle gave her the baffled shrug
that a man gives his wife when he has no clue what she’s talking about – but he knows better
than to do anything else but agree. Annette smiled. “It’s settled then. Leila will go back to Samoa
to do a university preparatory year. But you must stay with us for a while, spend some time with
your Folger family while your uncle makes the necessary arrangements.”I wanted to argue. I had
been away from Daniel for two weeks already and it was killing me. But he was not all I longed
for. He was not the only reason I walked with emptiness within me. The winter was burying the
island fire that warmed me. I walked on tar seal and concrete and I couldn’t feel Fanua. I couldn’t
hear her in the chill wind. She did not move upon the icy waters of the Potomac River. Or breathe
in the chemical-laden soil of the luxuriant Folger gardens. I wanted to catch the first flight back,
right then and there, but I knew Annette was right. I was a part of this family. Even if I was a rather
surly, thug-girl part. So many of the walls that divided me from them had been of my own making.
It was not they who had excluded me from the Folger fold. It was me and my hostility. Heck, I
probably made a bigger deal out of being the brown one than they did. And so I agreed to stay
on. For just a little while longer.The weeks that followed were busy ones with barely space to
breathe. There were extended family dinners and meetings. Trips to each of the uncles’ homes.
Time spent with cousins who had once been only a blur of polite faces. Annette took me
shopping in New York. I think Uncle Thomas was squirming a little with guilt because he was
faintly relieved that I was going back to Samoa. And so his instructions to Annette had been
precise. “Buy her a new wardrobe for that university. Get her everything she needs.” It wasn’t
easy to find summer clothes in the dead of winter but money really can buy you everything.
Shopping with Annette wasn’t easy either. She had never been to the other side of the equator,
and it showed.“I’m sorry, Annette. Valentino and Calvin Klein will not make sense in Samoa. Trust
me. Think tropical country. Sauna heat and lots of sweat and dirt, okay? Samoa’s the most
beautiful place on the planet, but it’s also dusty, dirty, and nasty in places.”So she took me to
Gap and Banana Republic and I had to be happy with that. I think Annette was channeling the
‘African Queen’ and Lara Croft Tomb Raider because we ended up with lots of khaki pants, white
linen tops, and breezy cotton shifts. I let her have fun with it and, I confess, I did enjoy shoe
shopping for Louboutins just a tiny bit. But I had to draw the line at the felt-brimmed hat and thigh-
high designer ‘wilderness’ boots. Next thing you know she was going to buy me a leather whip
so I could hang out with Indiana Jones on weekends.“Umm, I don’t think so. My friend Simone
would love those.”Annette’s face lit up. “See! They’re perfect.”“Not for me they’re not. This is
Simone. His parents call him Simon.” I showed her a photo on my phone that Simone had sent
me from New Year’s Eve. With flawless makeup and a stunning red sequin dress. Slit up to the
thigh and stiletto heels. Annette’s jaw dropped.“Oh.” She put the hat and boots back on the shelf
and kept on walking. “Right, I think we’ll stick to the sandals and maybe a few more pairs of
shorts?”I laughed. “Okay. But Simone will be disappointed that I won’t have such fabulous boots
for him to borrow.”She was cool enough to laugh with me. I was starting to like Annette. And my
dad’s brothers weren’t bad either. They liked to play cards after family dinners and I taught them



the Samoan card-playing basics that I had learned from Sunday evenings with Uncle Tuala.
Games like swipi and ka-isu. With a little prompting they had loads of stories to tell about when
my dad was a kid, pestering his much older siblings.“Your dad was spoilt rotten, Leila. It’s true.
He was Mom and Dad’s golden child and could do no wrong.” Michael complained.Cameron
added. “He was a sickly baby who grew up to be a scrawny little kid. Mom was always worrying
about him getting sick. So he got away with everything.” He mimicked Grandmother Folger.
“Cameron, you let Ryan read your X-Men comics, you hear me? He was so sick when he was a
baby that we need to treasure every moment we have with him. Why don’t you go read to him in
your room? And then as soon as Mom left the room, Ryan would be making faces at me and
laughing. And he trashed my comic collection. I spent a lot of money on that collection and he
never looked after my comics properly.”It was Michael’s turn again. “He was definitely sly. Always
getting in trouble and then finding the most ingenious ways to get out of trouble! Remember that
time in high school when he didn’t come home because he was making out at the back of the
bleachers with that brunette girlfriend of his? And by six o’clock Mom went out looking for him
and she was raging mad.”I had never heard any of these stories about my dad’s childhood and I
loved it. “So then what happened?”Thomas continued the story. “Ryan saw Mom’s car and knew
she would be angry. So he ripped his shirt and rolled around a bit in the dirt. Then he told Mom
that the reason he was so late was because he got attacked and beat up by a gang of bullies.
Mom bought it, hook, line, and sinker. She drove all around the neighborhood looking for this
mythical gang and even called our dad at the office to send some of his security detail down
there to help her.” He shook his head as everyone laughed at the memory. “Dad didn’t, of course.
He was more clued in to Ryan than Mom ever was. When Dad came home, he took Ryan into
his study and warned him that if he ever made Mom worry like that again, he would send him
away to military school.”Michael scoffed. “Not like Mom would ever allow that.”Thomas shook his
head. “No. Ryan was very special to our mom.” He had a sad smile on his face. “He was very
special to all of us. He was so much younger that he kind of belonged to all of us. In a way. We all
looked out for him. And he was so different from the rest of us, that he was like a breath of fresh
air. He brought our mom and dad closer together. And he was Mom’s favorite. She had so many
things planned for his future. She was so upset when he joined the Peace Corps. Mainly
because it took him so far away from her. And then when he told us he had gotten married over
there … well, she was devastated, worrying that he was going to live over there permanently.
She was so happy when Ryan came back. With you.”There was a heavy silence as everyone
busied themselves with memories. Unspoken thoughts.“Our mom took it bad when Ryan died.
We all did. It was like the sickly boy who we all worried about when we were younger had finally
gotten the dreadful sickness that had always been an ominous threat. He was so young. So
funny. So full of life. I still can’t believe he’s gone.”Thomas stood abruptly. “Believe it. Ryan’s
dead.” He stalked out of the room, slamming the door behind him. Cold. Brutal. Final. I was
shocked.Michael spoke softly into the painful silence. “Don’t mind him, Leila. Thomas took
Ryan’s death personally. He’s the oldest, he’s always felt responsible for the family. For his



brothers. But more than that, he’s one of the finest neurosurgeons in the country and even he
couldn’t do anything for Ryan. Nobody could. Not with that kind of aggressive tumor. Nobody
had seen anything like it. It was horrifying.”The dinner gathering broke up shortly after that. Back
up in my room, I couldn’t shake it from my mind. Ryan’s tumor was like nothing the doctors had
ever seen. The finest neurosurgeons couldn’t do anything for him…it was horrifying.
Grandmother Folger’s final words hammered away at my brain. She did it. Your mother. She
killed your father. I couldn’t sleep after that. Long after the house went silent, I slipped out into
the moonlit night. I walked through the silver shimmer of the frozen garden. My breath made little
clouds of heat as I trudged away from the house and into a secluded grove of trees. I was alone.
I could see Masina the moon far above me. She was alone in a pollution-laden sky. No stars.
Only the red flickering of an airplane kept her company. Closing my eyes, I reached out with my
mind, my soul, my heart. Searching for Fanua Afi. I wanted – needed – to listen to her speak
soothing serenity to my soul. I wanted the comfort of her fire. I searched through bitter cold,
fought through frozen earth, reaching down through layers of dead soil and uncaring rock, down
to sluggish currents of magma that barely simmered with red heat. She was there. Far away, but
she was there. I summoned Fanua Afi. With every fiber of my being. And after an endless battle,
she came to me. The barest hint of flame in the palm of my hands. Not even enough to ward
away the chill of that winter night. But it was enough. To reassure me that, yes, my Mother Earth
spoke to me still. Even here, in this city of steel and glass, of rushed busy-ness and fervent time
chasers. She was here.I knelt in the snow and gave thanks for this small reminder of Samoa. Of
who I was. And then I returned to the sleeping house. I had answered my own question. Yes, I
was fanua afi even here in Washington D.C. – but my gift was only a flickering fragment of what it
was back in Samoa. I thought back to all the hours of experiments and frustration with Jason and
shook my head at the simplicity of the solution. If I wanted to remove the threat of my fanua afi,
all I needed to do was move back to America. Embrace the Folger side of myself and be the
regular girl I kept telling Jason that I wanted to be. I stared out the frosted window over the
crystal night and it was like I could see two pathways stretching out before me.I could choose. I
could choose to be regular. I could stay here in America, go to a college that the Folgers picked
out for me. Maybe study for a law degree like my dad. Or bio-medicine, drawing on my
knowledge of plants. I could have Jason. As a friend. And maybe more? He was on this path. I
could see it now. The teasing smile, the warmth of his touch, the ease with which we talked. I
could go to school on the West Coast. He would give me surf lessons in the white waves of
California. Take me to meet his family. I would like that. Siblings. The stifling closeness of
brothers and sisters, laughter, mess, and closeness. On semester breaks, maybe I could even
go with him on assignment? Be a lowly assistant for the distinguished volcano professor? With
the Folger’s money at my back, I would never have to work at any job I didn’t want. I could even
get them to sponsor Jason’s expeditions. We would make a great team. I could be happy with
that. Content. It would be easy. Comfortable.And then there was the other choice. Return to
Samoa. Embrace the fire goddess within me. Take up the challenge that came with being a



telesā without a sisterhood. Face the risk that Sarona was alive. Be with sour-faced Matile and
stern but kind Tuala. Go to university with my Samoa College friends. Simone. Maleko. Sinalei.
And love Daniel. Decipher the enigma that was his vasa loloa birthmark.This pathway was less
clear. There was danger and darkness in it. Nafanua was gone. Who would teach me all else I
needed to know about being a telesā? Who would I turn to for answers about this volatile
heritage of mine? I didn’t know if there were any more telesā matagi left in Samoa, but I was
pretty sure I had burnt my bridges with them. Literally. And loving Daniel certainly wouldn’t help.
No, this path carried no certainty or security. It wouldn’t be easy. Or comfortable.Not too long
ago, I had confronted my mother, the Covenant Keeper of the Matagi Sisterhood, and I had told
her that yes, I had a choice. I didn’t have to be like her and her sisters. I could choose my destiny.
And here now, as I looked out over the winter of Washington, I knew that, once again, I held the
key to my destiny in my hands. I could choose. Where to go and what to do. Who to love.Choice.
It was an exhilarating and terrifying thing. Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: Missing you. I’m
so sorry about your grandmother. Are you ok?Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Missing
you SickI’m alright. I got here in time to talk to her. We made peace. In a way. In the car now with
my uncle and aunt. We’re on the freeway. Long drive to New York. I just stopped crying. And only
because I got car sick. My uncle’s a crazy driver. I’m worried we’re going to crash and die. I’m an
island girl now, not used to hours in a car! I had to throw up. I am now back to missing you. Sorry
about the vomit reference. Too much information.Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: Vomit vs.
KissesI’ve seen you throw up before. Still wanted to kiss you after. Wish I was there to crash and
die with you.Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Not HappyI have a complaint. Before the
car crashes and I die. You don’t kiss me enough.Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: Not Helpful.And
this is coming from a girl who’s just left the country WITHOUT ANY WARNING to fly thousands
of miles away for an unspecified period of time?! Try telling me that in person. When we’re alone.
At our midnight pool. (Clothes optional.)Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Excuse me?
Is that a dare?Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: I will kiss you breathless.No. It’s a promise.
Satisfaction guaranteed.Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Fire Hazard Stop that.
It’s getting hot in here. Do you want this car to flame, crash and burn?Daniel Tahi,
Samoa.Subject: Control yourself.Sorry. I forgot that the mere mention of my kiss often has that
effect on girls. And cars. Please try to contain your excitement.Leila Folger, Enroute to New
York.Subject: Bodyguard DutiesIt will be difficult. I’ll try to think about something else. Like
Simone’s offer to be your bodyguard. He’s going to protect you against the alluring advances of
all girls.Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: Surrounded by Allure.I feel very safe now. Me and
Simone will take on the gazillions of hot chicks who want me. They are everywhere. I just saw
some hiding in the bushes outside my house. Simone, help!Leila Folger, Enroute to New
York.Subject: Whatever.Very funny. If I was there, I would fry you with a flame ball.Daniel Tahi,
Samoa.Subject: Bring it.If you were here, I would hold you in my arms and never let you go. I
never want to wake up after a telesa attack without you again. You could have at least put smiley
hearts on your goodbye note.Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: SadnessI’m sorry I left



you like that.Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: LoveDon’t be. I’m just teasing you. You’re where you
need to be.Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: WorriedHow’s your chest? I mean, your
wound?Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: Check it out. Photo Attachment.I opened the photo
file and laughed out loud. He had taken a picture of himself, giving me a thumbs up while lying in
bed, shirtless so I could see the bandage Salamasina had wrapped his upper torso in. It was
made of leaves and tied with finely braided coconut rope. A sheet lay low on his hips and while
he looked a little pale he was, in every other way, my Daniel. The phone beeped, reminding me
that he was impatiently waiting for a reply. I read his message and this time, a blush of fire raced
through me.Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: My Chest.As you can see, my chest is fine. Mama
warns though that I’ll have a big old scar there. Are there any other parts of me that you’re
worried about, that you need to check out?Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Your
chest.You talk pretty scandalous for a boy who wouldn’t kiss me for too long in case he put my
‘virtue’ in danger.Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: You.Getting stabbed in the chest can do that to a
person. Besides, I need ways to keep you allured. You don’t have a bodyguard. And America is
full of hot surfers and scientists who want you. Not to mention celebrities who probably stalk your
every move. How do I know that Ryan Reynolds isn’t waiting for you in New York?I tried to ignore
the not-so-subtle reference to Jason. If I hadn’t been trapped in a car with my uncle and aunt, I
would have taken a photo for him. Of me making a face at him and poking my tongue out at the
ridiculousness of his question.Leila Folger, Arrived in New York.Subject: All of You.Don’t worry. I
prefer tattooed brown rugby players to mega celebrities. I told Ryan to stop stalking me or else
even his Green Lantern costume won’t protect him from my volcano fury. I don’t need a
bodyguard. I’m a fire goddess who’s in love with you. Every piece of you. Even the scarred chest
bits. I gotta go. We’re here. Talk later.Six weeks. Six long weeks and I was finally on my way back
to Samoa. There was so much about this journey that was familiar and yet different. The biggest
difference was that this time, I wasn’t running away from my life in Washington D.C. This time I
was going to where I wanted to be.And this time, Daniel was waiting to greet me at the airport. I
searched him out as soon as I exited through Customs. Eager. Anxious. It had been so long.
What if things were awkward? What if things had changed? What if the bond we shared wasn’t
there anymore? What if I had only imagined it?I needn’t have worried. There he was. Standing
back from the crowd. Waiting. Staring right at me. Our eyes met. Caught. And instantly, I knew.
Nothing had changed. Daniel was the same. The busy crush of the arrivals area faded to a blur
as we moved towards each other. And then I was in his arms and everything in the universe was
right again. That empty ache was replaced with Daniel. Strong. Solid. Strength. Warmth – more
familiar and reassuring than magma could ever be. He held me close and I breathed him in with
a fierce intensity. He kissed my hair, my forehead, the tip of my nose, each cheek, dancing ever
closer to my lips, as if wanting to reacquaint himself with every piece of me. And then his mouth
was on mine and I drowned in the perfect bliss of him. The tang of salt. The breathless flush of a
raging ocean wind. The rush of adrenaline as you leap from the precipice of a rushing waterfall.
He was Daniel Tahi and every part of him firmly anchored against me told me that I had been



gone too long from the one I loved.When he finally tore his mouth from mine, it was to chide me
softly. “You got me breaking all the rules here, Fire Girl.” That delicious smile reassured me that
whatever rules he was referring to, he wasn’t truly mad at me about trespassing them.“And what
rules would those be?”“The unwritten Samoan laws on public displays of affection. We just
trashed all of them. Can’t you tell?”He quirked an eyebrow at me and glanced sideways. I
followed his gaze and realized we had an avid audience. The airport crowd was staring and
muttering darkly about the couple entwined around each other in the middle of the arrivals area.
Shocking. Disrespectful. Disgraceful. Immediately, I took a step back and loosened my
embrace.“Oops.” I bit at my lower lip. “Sorry. I forgot that people don’t do that here.”He only
laughed. Low and musical. Reached for my backpack and looped it lightly over one shoulder,
and then took my hand in his. “Don’t worry about it. I’m not. Besides, I’m sure they can make
allowances for American girls. Especially ones as beautiful as you.” He bent to kiss me once
more on the cheek. A whisper. “I’ve missed you.”Joy entangled me. Filaments of gold sunlight.
Tendrils of chili red excitement. I was caught in my love for this glorious boy. And I never wanted
to be free of it. I walked with him up to the parking lot and once there, away from prying eyes, I
asked him, “Can I see it? Where they stabbed you? Are you really okay now?”In answer, he
unbuttoned his shirt and stood there with moonlight playing on his chest. On the ripple of scar
tissue that marked where the telesā had stabbed him and then tossed his body into the ocean.
Remembering that night had the fire rage sparking within me and it was a struggle to contain it. I
gently traced the scars, first with trembling fingers and then with soft kisses. Wishing that night
had never happened. Wishing I could erase all the pain he had suffered because of me. Wishing
I could wash away even this reminder with my tears.“Hey.” Daniel raised my tear-stained face to
his. “Don’t cry. It’s fine. I’m fine.”“No, it’s not fine. You’re always going to be scarred. Just like how
you’re always going to be a target for other telesā because of me. For as long as you love me,
you’re always going to be in danger.”“I’m ready for a lifetime of danger then. Are you? Because
that’s how long I’m going to love you.” He shrugged. “I kinda like my war wound. It’s a reminder
for me of how together, we can overcome anything. Even a psychotic band of weather witches.
Now come here.”I needed no second invitation. This time, my hands strayed over the planes of
his chest and then moved to his back as we kissed. I delighted in the corded feel of his
shoulders and lower to his hips. He flinched, jerking slightly away from me. “Ouch.”“I’m sorry.
What is it? What’s wrong? Did I burn you?”“No. It’s not you. It’s me.” He caught both my hands in
his. Hesitant. “Remember how I said there was something important I had to tell
you?”“Yeah.”“While you were gone, I did something.”“What?” The suspense was killing me. Was
this where he told me he had gotten with some gorgeous (skanky) girl? And he was really sorry?
And it was a big mistake? But she was so alluring he couldn’t resist?“I got a pe’a done. I had the
last stage completed a few days ago and it’s still a little sore. Here.” A resigned sigh as he
carefully shook himself loose of his shirt. “Have a look.”“You did what?!” I pulled back, my gaze
searching and finding what I had missed in the rush to be with him. There in the dim light, I could
faintly see the stamped black patterning on his hips, rising from the low-lying band of his shorts. I



moved us both into the glare of a parking lot lamppost and stepped back. Now I could see,
peering from the edges of his shorts, the intricate markings of a pe’a, running down both legs to
the knee.“You did it. You really got one. I don’t believe it.” I shook my head in disbelief. “When?
Why didn’t you tell me?”He ruffled a hand through his hair in that nervous gesture I knew so well.
A sheepish grin. “The last time we talked about me getting a pe’a, you weren’t too excited about
the idea. I didn’t want to upset you. Or worry you. Especially when you were having such a nice
time with your Folger family.” He looked hopeful that I would buy this excuse.“Whatever, Daniel.
You didn’t want me to try and talk you out of it!” Worry clamped a cold fist around my heart. “Who
did it? Please don’t tell me they used some nasty, backwoods, rusty instruments and dirty tools.
Is there any infection?”“It’s fine. Mama made sure all the tools were sterilized and she’s been
taking care of it ever since. She didn’t want me to get it done either, you know. Which is why I
didn’t tell you about it. I was having a hard enough time convincing Mama that I would be okay. I
got it done at home, spread out over a week.”I winced, thinking of the painful process. “How bad
did it hurt?”A shrug. “Bad. But Mama gave me some painkiller stuff to drink through it, which
helped. There were three of us getting it done so that helped as well. You know, solidarity and all
that. Can’t give in to the pain when there’re other guys around waiting for their turn, you know.”He
bent to fold up the hem of his shorts. “See? I told you they were fine. So, what do you think?” He
mocked striking a supermodel pose. I pretended to look pensive, hands on my hips and shaking
my head.“Hmm, I’m not sure. I need to get a better look. Can you please turn around and pull
your pants down so me and the whole world can get a better look at your bum?”He pretended to
look shocked. “Hey, don’t even joke about it or else I will!”I laughed with him. Relieved that his
grandmother had played a part in the tattooing process, ensuring his safety. Relieved that his
confession hadn’t been anything to do with gorgeous skanky girls … “I’m glad it turned out
alright. It’s beautiful. And I know it means a lot to you. You really are that noble Pacific warrior
from the legend aren’t you?”He pulled me to him in a careful embrace. “As long as you’re playing
the part of Sina, I’m your warrior. Shall we go? I better get you to your aunt’s house before she
regrets allowing me to come and get you from the airport.”In the truck, I allowed my thoughts to
wander to forbidden topics. “Daniel, if you’re my noble warrior like in the legend does that mean
you can turn into a silver dolphin?”His grip tightened on the steering wheel. “What are you talking
about, Leila?”“I mean that night you got stabbed. We’ve never talked about it. You were
underwater for over an hour. You were unconscious, stabbed in the chest when they threw you in
the sea. You should have died that night. But you didn’t. There were silver dolphins there. They
brought you back to shore. Back to me. I saw them. The ocean gave you back to me. Why?”“I
don’t know anything about silver dolphins. I do know that it was a rugged night. For both of us.
You were coping with a lot and maybe you saw things that weren’t there. You know what I
mean?”“No, I don’t know what you mean. I know what I saw. What I saw was real.”Daniel
interrupted me. “Can we not talk about it? I’ve spent the last six weeks trying to forget that night.
Can we just think about today? Think about tomorrow?” He threw me a smile. “I’m taking the day
off work so we can hang out. You want to go for a picnic?”And just like that, Daniel Tahi deflected



and got us off the silver dolphin topic. And I let him. Because he was right. Sometimes, the best
way to deal with unpleasant things is to blank them out and forget they exist.Which works fine.
Until they come back to bite you. Matile and Tuala greeted me with condolences and reserved
welcome. They had sent a sympathy card to the Folger family when I returned to Washington, a
card that contained some precious American dollars. This gesture that accompanied every
Samoan funeral had touched me deeply. It wasn’t about the money. It was the fact that this
elderly couple regarded me as part of their family and were reaching out across oceans and time
zones to my palagi extended family with this humble gift. I had explained the custom to my
American family and they had made sure that I returned to Samoa with gifts. Matile exclaimed
with breathless awe at the white lace and satin tablecloth set that Annette had sent. I had
approved the purchase from Saks because I knew that Matile would seize upon it as the perfect
donation for the church pulpit. I was right.TelesaWhen Water Burns   Lani Wendt YoungAlso by
Lani Wendt Young FictionTelesā: The Covenant Keeper (Book I of the Telesā series)Afakasi
Woman (A Collection of Short Stories)Non-FictionPacific Tsunami “Galu Afi”You can read more
writing by Lani Wendt Young and stay updated on the Telesā series at her website.http://
sleeplessinSamoa.blogspot.comPraise for Lani Wendt Young and the ‘Telesā’ series“Telesā is a
kind of ‘Sex in the City’ meets hex in the bush … It’s ancient mythology meets teenage biology,
Pele's fire meets adolescent desire … Lani has set the bar for Pacific fiction with this Young
Adult Supernatural Romance Thriller.”Prof. Selina Tusitala Marsh, Poet and Scholar“Lani has the
knack of weaving traditions into the narrative without making their inclusion and explanation feel
worthy or forced. An enjoyable and engrossing book with a gripping story that whips the reader
along. The depiction of Leila’s struggles with identity, sexuality, and society’s expectations will
resonate with teens and ex-teens all over the world, while its warm portrayal of Samoan culture
gives it a character all its own.”A Year of Reading the World, Ann Morgan, Editor, Freelance
writer for Education UK“Everything you could possibly want in a book – romance, intrigue, great
characters who came to life … I didn’t want to put the book down.”Jillian Dodd, Bestselling
Author of ‘That Boy’“Not since ‘Twilight’ have I felt this way after reading a book. Just as I have
this feeling that I MUST visit Forks, Washington, I now MUST go to Samoa. There’s so much
culture, legend, and myth. This is a book you can read over and over and never tire of.”Sherre
Leach, Beckoned By Books, USACopyright © 2012 Lani Wendt YoungThe moral right of the
author has been asserted.All rights reserved.No part of this publication may be reproduced in
any form or by any means, without the permission of the author, nor be otherwise circulated in
any form of binding or cover other than that in which it is published. Thank you for respecting the
hard work of this author.All characters and events in this publication, other than those clearly in
the public domain, are fictitious and any resemblance to real persons, living or dead, is purely
coincidental. Likewise, the author does not claim to be an expert in any facet of Samoan history,
culture, mythology, or language. All supposed legends and cultural practices described in this
book are the invention of the author.Cover design: Jordan KwanCover models: Faith Wulf, Ezra
TaylorDEDICATIONTo Jade, Sade, Zion, Zach, and Bella, who allow me space to breathe, room



to dance and dream. You give me the courage to write books – and then actually let others read
them.GlossaryAikae – Samoan swear wordAmazeballs – Awesome. Wonderful.Dalashious –
Delicious.Einjo – Yes! Exactly. Of course.Faka’ofo’ofa – Beautiful (Tongan)Feke Tenifa – Octopus
Monster. Mythical creature. (Tongan)Freakin – freaking. Shocking.Nupi – be quiet.Pugi – Shut
up.Tapuaki – Blessing. (Tongan)Thang – Thing. Relationship. Affair.Uce – brother.Wanna – want
toThe Creation. According to Telesā LegendIn the beginning there was darkness, a great
expanse, and Tangaloa-langi moved upon the face of the darkness. After a time Tangaloa-langi
grew tired and rested, and where the god stood, there grew up a rock. Then Tangaloa-langi said
to the rock, “Be thou split up” and hit the rock with one hand. It split open and the earth was
brought forth on the one side and the sea was brought forth on the other. And the earth glowed
red with fire and the sea enveloped it and water burned at its edges. Tangaloa-langi reached
down, took of earth and mixed it with water, fashioning it with godly hands to make Man. And
then the god breathed life on that which had been made.“Let the Spirit and the Heart and Will
and Thought go on and join together inside the Man.”And they joined together there and Man
became intelligent. And Tangaloa-langi joined Man to the earth, through the creation of Woman.
‘Fatu-ma-le-Ele-ele’ meaning Heart and Earth.“Let Earth give nourishment to Man and let Man
always treasure her as his heart beats with the red blood of life. Let Earth be the rock man
stands on to give him strength. The trees that will shelter him. The waters that will sustain him.
Let Earth’s fire be the heat that warms him. And in return, let Man be the protector. The
guardian.”But Tangaloa-langi saw that as Man multiplied and replenished the earth, his heart
grew cold and greed ate at it like the poison of the stonefish. Tangaloa-langi saw that Man
trampled Earth beneath his feet and bowed Woman to his will. Earth’s cries moved Tangaloa-
langi. So again the god of all took pieces of earth and mixed them with water. But this time,
Tangaloa-langi breathed upon this creation with the raging winds of the expanse. Touched it with
the jagged fire that rains from angry skies and made a telesā. She was beautiful. Her name was
‘telesā matagi.’ Sacred one of storms. Air.Then Tangaloa-langi cast a fiery net upon the waters
and drew forth ocean’s might. The crashing wave. The surging tide that speaks to Masina the
moon. And all the living things that swim and creep in the midnight blue depths. All this Tangaloa-
langi fashioned with godly hands into another. She was beautiful. Her name was ‘telesā vasa
loloa.’ Sacred one of ocean. Water.But Tangaloa-langi was not satisfied. Listening to the cries of
ele-ele, feeling of her pain as Man’s heart spurned her, rage filled the god of all things. Reaching
deep within Earth’s core, to where molten rock flowed and life pulsed, Tangaloa-langi brought
forth fire and melded it with earth, cooled it with ocean and made ‘telesā fanua afi.’ Sacred one
of earth. Fire. She was beautiful. She burned with all the strength of ele-ele. Her heart beat with
the fire that would eclipse man’s. He that had betrayed Earth. He that was meant to be the heart
but had instead chosen to be the destroyer.Tangaloa-langi looked upon what had been created
and saw that it was good. “My daughters, yours is a godly trust, an eternal birthright. You will
covenant to watch over ele-ele and fill the chasm left by an unfeeling Man and be her heart. You
will speak with the voices of wind, water, and fire. You will stir Man up to a remembrance of his



sacred partnership with earth.”Then Tangaloa-langi fashioned with godly hands a carved
talisman. The Covenant Bone. Whale bone interlocked with shark tooth. Boar’s tusk encrusted
with shimmering iridescent oyster shell, adorned with black pearl and gleaming river rock. The
fierce razor-bite of the swordfish. The soulful deep green promise of jadestone. All these
Tangaloa-langi interwove to create a necklace of three distinct pieces, which was then washed in
the blood of a god, imbuing it with the very essence of Tangaloa-langi.“The Covenant Bone will
unite the three elements. It will allow the gifts of many to be woven as one, making it possible for
the telesā who bears it to wield the gifts of her sisters into one supreme power. For it is only
when there is harmony between earth’s gifts, that there can be peace. And life. There will come a
time, when earth’s greatest dangers threaten, that one of you will be called to unite your sisters
into one Covenant. The Bone Bearer will lead you.”And then Tangaloa-langi looked upon telesā
fanua afi. “In those troubled days, you will be the one chosen to reach out to embrace man once
again as the heart. So that all will be as it should. ‘Fatu-ma-le-Ele-ele.’ You will give your fire so
that Man may live. And he will give his heart so that earth may live.”And thus did Tangaloa-langi
create telesā.To watch over earth and be the heart that Man refused to be.Ten Years Ago,
HawaiiThe little boy tried his hardest not to fall asleep, not to give in to waves of tiredness. But he
was fighting a losing battle. Moonlight painted the room white. A bedraggled room with a
battered chest of drawers in one corner and a single mattress on the floor with faded, torn
sheets. The boy sat bolt upright with his back against the wall, one arm placed protectively over
the little girl who lay asleep. Waiting. Dreading. There were hopeful questions. Maybe she
wouldn’t come home tonight? She had done that before. Disappeared for a few days. She would
reappear giddy with repressed excitement. Her hands trembling. Talk about their luck finally
changing. Show them a wad of cash. They would eat Chinese takeaway. Ice cream. She would
tell them they could go to school like regular kids. But the buzz never lasted and she would revert
to her usual self. The frightening stranger who screamed at them. Hit them. Berated them for
making her life a living hell.So yes, the little boy hoped they would be lucky. He hoped she
wouldn’t come home. Because it was better than the alternative. Because maybe she would
come home lucky. With a man. And the children would have to cover their ears and hide under
the sheet against the sounds that would come from the front room. And when it was quiet, the
little boy would stand guard over his sister. Because sometimes, their mother’s visitors would
look around the apartment and discover that the exotic dancer they had left the club with had
two children. A boy and a girl. A slight, thin pair with the cinnamon coloring of their Polynesian
mother and the charcoal black eyes and hair of their African-American father. And sometimes,
on a few frightening occasions, the visitors would display a bit too much interest in children. Yes,
there were many reasons why the boy fought sleep.There was the fumbling of a key in the front
door lock, the muted laughter of a woman and the rough voice of a man. “Hurry up, I don’t have
all night.”The door banged open and the little boy jolted upright, eyes wide. His first move was to
check his sister asleep on his lap. No, she was safe. And still sleeping. Hearing the commotion
from the front room, the little boy stiffened, his eyes darting everywhere, calculating, trying to



decide. There was a fire escape just outside the bedroom window. They had taken refuge out
there before when their mother’s visitors had been too rowdy, when the sounds of partying and
sometimes even the sounds of beating had grown too terrifying. The little boy’s brow furrowed as
he thought about waking up his sister, shushing her questions and fears, hurrying them out to
the rusty, decaying fire escape where they would have to huddle in the cold night until morning.
Hoping the rickety structure would hold them. Before he could decide though, their bedroom
door opened.“What do we have here?” The man was tall and broad. His form took up the whole
doorway. He smelled of beer and something else. Some indefinable odor that the boy couldn’t
recognize. He tightened his grip on his sister but apart from that he didn’t move. He was still, so
still. Like a mouse enthralled by a snake. Maybe if I don’t move, it will go away, it won’t bite? The
man took several steps further into the room, peering into the darkness. “Hey, you got a couple
of kids in here!”The woman appeared from behind him. She swayed, there was no structure, no
form to her body. She was a puppet missing several strings. She stared at the children with
glazed eyes and the boy knew she would be no help to them. Again. His breathing shallowed
and fear ran with icy cold feet into his chest. He gazed up at the man with wide eyes.“Damn girl,
how many kids you got? You’re a sly whore, keeping them a secret in here.”The woman waved
an airy hand, careless and dismissive. “Twins. Always getting in my way. Their useless father was
no help.” She turned away, pulling at the man’s arm. “Come on baby, forget them, let’s get back to
business.”The man allowed himself to be pulled away, but the final look he threw over his
shoulder betrayed his interest in the children. The door slammed shut and the little girl jerked
awake with a faint cry. “Keahi?” He shushed her. “It’s me. I’m here Mailani.”She sat up, looking
fearfully at the shut door. “Is she home? Is there someone with her?”Keahi nodded and Mailani’s
lower lip trembled as tears threatened. “What are we going to do? What if it happens
again?”“Shh, we’ll be fine. Come on, get up. Help me move the mattress.” Together the two
lugged the deadweight mattress and put it against the door before Keahi pulled her to sit beside
him with their backs against the door. Mailani turned worried eyes to her brother. “This won’t stop
them. They can still get in. We should go outside onto the fire escape.”Keahi shook his head.
“No. Last time we were out there that thing almost ripped out of the wall, it’s so rusted and worn.
No, it’s too dangerous.”Mailani didn’t say anything but both children felt the heavy weight of
unspoken words in the air. Just as dangerous as staying inside. They sat like that for over an
hour. Trying not to listen to the noises from the front room. Trying not to think. They held hands
and the rapid panic of their hearts beat in time with each other.The noises from the front room
had stilled. There was a rattling as someone tried the door handle. An aggravated curse as the
door met with resistance. “Open this door. Do you hear me? Open it now.”Both Keahi and Mailani
jumped to their feet and pushed with all their might against the door. But two skinny little eight-
year-olds were no match for a grown man determined to get in. One more shove and the
children scattered, darting to stand against the window. The man smiled at them both, his hands
on his hips. “What’s the matter kids? I’m not going to hurt you. I’m a friend of your mom’s. She
wants us to be good friends too.” He motioned over his shoulder back to the living room where



the woman was passed out on the dirty sofa.Mailani’s eyes brimmed with tears as Keahi pulled
her to stand behind him. “Please sir, leave us alone. Our mother won’t like it if you bother us.”The
man roared with laughter. “Yeah right. I told your mother that I would give her an extra twenty for
a little visit with you two. You know what she said?” He leered down at them and adopted a
breathy soprano voice, “Oh baby, you go right ahead. I just want you to be happy.”The little boy’s
face tensed and he turned to lift open the window. “Hurry Mailani, you go first.”“Oh, no you don’t.
I want to take a closer look at that pretty little thing. Come here.” The man lunged, easily batted
Keahi aside and grabbed at Mailani. She screamed and kicked her feet uselessly as he carried
her back across the room and threw her down onto the dingy mattress. He put a giant hand over
her mouth and his voice was low, menacing. “Shut up.” With one swift movement, he ripped the
front of her nightdress, exposing her thin frame with all its scars and bruises. With the moon-
white birthmark of a crested wave on her shoulder. The little girl lay rigidly with her eyes shut, her
fists clenched by her side. Across the room, the little boy was trying to stand. The man’s blow
had sent him headfirst into the chest of drawers and blood ran from the cut on his face. He
looked at his sister. This was worse. So much worse than all the times before.“Get off her!” He
ran, and jumped on the man’s back, wildly punching, kicking, pulling hair – anything and
everything to get this man away from his sister.The man straightened up with an angry roar. “You
little brat!” He reached behind him, took hold of the boy and threw him across the room. Not
content with that, he then walked over to where Keahi lay and kicked him. Again and again. In
the stomach, the face, the legs, his back. The boy curled up into a tight ball but it did little for him
against the onslaught of blows. Mailani was screaming. A thin high-pitched scream that only
aggravated the man further. One more vicious kick and Keahi was still. Only then did the man
leave him, turn aside and go back to the little girl. “I told you to shut up.” He hit her once across
the face. It was enough to silence her. To render her immobile. The man was deep breathing now
with the exertion of his night. He unbuckled his belt and dropped his pants before moving to
position himself over the inert figure of the little girl on the mattress.Behind him, Keahi was
fighting to emerge from the whirlpool of pain that held him captive, wanting to suck him down
into oblivion. No, Mailani. Have to help Mailani. Have to stop him. He was battered and bruised.
Broken ribs. Boot imprints on tender flesh. Bloodied face. Eyes swollen near-shut. But he fought
on. From a wilderness away, he could hear the panting, heaving breaths of the man as he tried to
do bad things to his sister. Keahi opened his eyes, spat blood and chipped fragments of teeth
from his mouth. He tried to stand. He saw what was happening to Mailani. Pain, hurt, fear, rage,
desperation built and exploded. And then another kind of pain ripped through Keahi’s body. Pain
like fire. Burning, charring, searing pain.He shouted. “No.” Fire jerked from his body, lighting up
the room in blinding redness.The man was interrupted, half-turned. “What the hell …” It would be
the last words he ever spoke. A ball of fire consumed him. The man screamed, staggered, fell to
his knees.But the fire was not appeased. Flames rippled along the ceiling, down the walls,
hungrily devouring the wooden chest of drawers, the mattress. The very air. The little girl. With
horror-stricken eyes, Keahi watched as fire consumed his sister’s body. He shouted, “Mailani!”



He tried to run to her, but the heat, the flames were too much for him. The fire was moving fast,
so fast. There was not enough oxygen left for him to breathe. The last thing the little boy
remembered was how peaceful his sister looked as she lay there on the mattress – like a
princess on her fiery pyre of death. “Mailani!”The burning ceiling collapsed in on the
boy.Everything went black.It was over.TodaySimone, SamoaSubject: The gift to surpass all
othersAMAZEBALLS! I love my iPhone4. Love it, love it, love it. You rock. When I opened the
package, I was almost more excited than the time I was in the elevator in the Central Bank
building with some of the Manu Samoa team, breathing the same air as the dalashious Kahn
Fotuali’i. Thank you!Leila, Washington D.C.Subject: You’re welcomeAs soon as I saw them, I
knew you had to have one. Besides, now you can keep me up to date on all the latest from
Samoa.Simone, SamoaSubject: Mission acceptedI knew it. You want me to spy on Daniel for
you. Make sure the evil Mele doesn’t sink her claws into him. Einjo. Don’t worry, I am up to the
task. I will stick to Daniel like a sweat-stained shirt. I will keep every piece of him safe. For you.
And only you. (Of course.)Leila, Washington D.C.Subject: WhateverPugi. Shut up. (Like my
fa’afafine slang? I’m learning.) I also know some other bad words but will save them until I see
you in a few weeks. But I’m not worried about Daniel. I know who his heart belongs to.Simone,
SamoaSubject: Body guarding dutyWho said anything about his heart?! I shall guard his body.
Some parts more thoroughly than others. Do you want instant pics of us together? Visual
evidence of my bodyguard efficiency?Leila, Washington D.C.Subject: NupiShut it. There are no
other words.I had to laugh as I ended my conversation with Simone. There had been no chance
to say goodbye to him before I caught my last-minute flight to Los Angeles. Actually, there hadn’t
been time to do much of anything before I left. After the nightmare show-down with Nafanua and
Sarona, I had taken Daniel back to his house and been given the evils by Salamasina when she
saw his injuries. She could barely restrain her rage when I gave her the censored and
condensed version of what had happened with Nafanua’s sisterhood. I didn’t tell her about the
dolphins. Or about the certainty that Daniel shouldn’t be alive, that something inconceivable had
brought him back to that moonlit shore. She was angry enough as it was. I wasn’t sure who she
had been more furious at – the telesā sisterhood who had abducted Daniel and stabbed him, or
me for getting him marked as a target.“I warned my son you would only bring him pain and
suffering. I knew something like this would happen.”“I’m sorry Mrs. Tahi. I never meant for any of
this to happen. I tried to protect him. I love Daniel. I would do anything to keep him safe.”I could
have chopped my arm off in her kitchen and it still wouldn’t have convinced her that I really was
sorry for what had happened. She only hissed at me, “You are telesā. No man is safe with
you.”There was nothing to say to that. Because in my heart of hearts, I knew it to be true. As I left
Salamasina’s house, the sun had been coming up. I had been gone all night and I knew Matile
and Tuala would not be happy. I rushed home to reassure my aunt that I had not been abducted
by rapists, muggers, or Satan worshippers. To my surprise, she and Tuala had not been mad at
me. Instead, they had sat me down to give me the news. My grandmother had been hit with
another stroke. Only this time, it was bad. Very bad. She was in the intensive care unit and the



family was gathering to say good bye. My uncle Thomas had called to tell me I needed to get
back to Washington D.C. As quickly as possible. They didn’t think Grandmother would hang on
much longer. I reeled. The old lady was an indomitable force of nature – how could she be
dying? Matile had hugged me, which kind of shocked me even more. And Uncle Tuala had
patted me awkwardly on the shoulder.“We are very sorry for your loss, Leila.”They talked about
Grandmother Folger like she was already dead, which made me a little angry. Of course the old
lady wasn’t dead. And she wasn’t going to die any time soon either. She was the toughest
person I had ever known and she was not going to die. There had been so few constants in my
life that I would not imagine living without Grandmother Folger’s reserved disapproval. No, she
was not going to die.The next few hours had been a flurry of activity. Throwing clothes into a
suitcase, making an emergency booking on a flight out that would leave in a few hours,
everything was rush, rush, rush. I had detoured to Daniel’s on the way to the airport but he had
been asleep and Salamasina refused to wake him.“I gave him a sleeping potion. He needs to
rest so his body can heal.”She wouldn’t even let me in past the front door. So instead, I had left
him a note. And tried not to cry. What kind of girlfriend abandoned the one she loved when he
needed her the most?We had been late to check in at the airport, so farewells were rushed. At
the very last minute I saw the mobile phone store with the sign screaming ‘The New iPhone4 is
Here! Do You Have Yours?’It was perfect. I bought two. Thank you, Visa. One for Daniel and the
other for Simone. Getting Matile to agree to deliver the package to Simone hadn’t been a
problem. She was thoroughly entranced with Simone. If I hadn’t been trying so hard not to think,
not to feel – I would have laughed at the inanity of it. The strait-laced, sour, forever-prayerful
Aunty Matile connecting with the vivacious, exuberant, lip-sticked Simone. Oh well, life was full
of contradictions and that was certainly one of them.A rushed goodbye to the couple who had
been my adoptive parents for the last year and I was through Customs and onto the airplane. Not
until the plane was in the air. Not until the flight attendants had done their safety demo. Not until
then did everything hit me.My mother Nafanua had tried to kill my best friend, Jason. My
mother’s sister Sarona had tried to kill my boyfriend, Daniel. But instead she had killed my
mother while Nafanua had been trying to protect me. All of her sisters were dead. Their life force
sucked dry by Sarona in some bizarre telesā ritual. Daniel had nearly died, only some freak
ocean ‘thing’ had returned him to me alive. There was a possibility that somewhere out there, the
psycho witch Sarona was still alive. And now, my Grandmother was dying. It was a lot to
process.I hadn’t slept or eaten anything for two days. I wanted to cry. Scream. Rage. Sob. Burn
things. Instead, I went to sleep.The flight attendant woke me when we landed in New Zealand,
and the transit lounge was a blur of grey tiredness. On another plane to Los Angeles, the tears
had finally claimed me and, once they started, I found it almost impossible to stop them. I cried
because I didn’t want to go back to America. I wanted to be there for Daniel when he woke up. I
cried because I didn’t want my grandmother to die. There were things I wanted to tell her. Things
I needed to ask her. I prayed, Please don’t let her die. Please let that fierce old woman fight
death a little longer. Please don’t let my grandmother die. Prayer hadn’t worked for my dad but



maybe a year of going to church with Aunty Matile would make God more willing to hear me.
Maybe now God might know who I was?Arriving in Washington D.C. had been a shock to the
system. In more ways than one. It was winter after all, and I had just come from the sauna of
Samoa. Snow was a dirty grey blanket on the city I had grown up in. I had gratefully accepted the
thick coat that Thomas’ wife Annette had brought to the airport for me. And now here we were,
warm and sheltered in the sleek silver Lincoln town car, on our way to the hospital. I read
Simone’s texts again and they were a welcome warmth in the midst of a D.C. winter. A reminder
of where I had come from and the people there who cared about me. I wondered if Daniel had
gotten my gift yet and when I could expect a message from him.Annette interrupted my
thoughts. “Your grandmother is just hanging on. They took her off the respirator last night and
she’s breathing on her own, but the doctors said she probably won’t make it another forty-eight
hours.”Her warning gave me that unexpected pain again. The one that crept up on me, surprising
me with its wistful intensity. I didn’t like Grandmother Folger. And I had grown up thinking that she
didn’t like me either. But my experiences in Samoa had made me more able to accept my dad’s
constant reminder – that my grandmother’s disapproval of everything about me came from
genuine concern. She just worries about you and wants you to be happy. She wants what’s best
for you, that’s all …Annette issued me with a gentle warning. “She’s waiting for you. You know
that, don’t you?”That made no sense. I had been nothing but a nuisance to the woman. What,
did she have one last lecture she wanted to give me? “I doubt that, Annette.”A fleeting look of
annoyance flashed across the older woman’s carefully made-up face. “Leila, you aren’t going to
be difficult about this, are you? Not when your grandmother is literally on her death bed? I was
hoping that your time away would have seen you mature and get over this childish need to
forever battle with your grandmother. Don’t tell me you still have that giant chip on your
shoulder?”Her words stung. And not because they were uncalled for. The old Leila would have
snapped back with a few snide remarks. Cutting and abrasive. But the Leila who had spent
months living with teenagers who rarely, if ever, answered back to an adult was better about
controlling her words. Her temper. Because she had seen what losing her cool could result in.
Fire. Havoc. Pain. “You’re right. I apologize, Annette. It’s been a long flight and I’m worried about
Grandmother Folger. I hope I get the chance to talk to her. Really talk to her.”Annette’s eyes were
wary. Doubtful. “About what? We don’t want her getting upset, Leila. Not now. Not when she has
so little time left.”“No, I wouldn’t do that. I just want her to know that I understand now why she
was so upset about my decision to go to Samoa. And believe it or not, there were quite a few
times that I actually missed her.”I could tell Annette was surprised. So was I. Who knew that I
would ever admit out loud that I had missed my grandmother? There were more Folgers at the
hospital. Annette’s husband, my uncle Thomas. My dad’s other two brothers, Michael and
Cameron. Their wives. More beautiful, elegant women like Annette. Some cousins. White on
white. The Folger family was reserved and calm. Nobody was crying. Nobody looked ruffled or
even unsettled. Everyone was polite and cordial. Quiet welcomes and questions about my flight.
Even their children – the little Folgers – sat quietly coloring pictures in the waiting room. As usual



with every Folger family gathering, I felt very brown. Very much the outsider. And now that I was
a spirit woman volcano goddess in disguise, any hope of blending in with my palagi family had to
be chucked out the window.Annette ushered me into Grandmother’s room. I walked to stand
beside her bed, apprehensive about what I would see. But after almost a year and two strokes,
Grandmother Folger looked just the same. The silver white hair pulled back into a chignon. The
austere expression on her face – even now, while in sleep. Looking for all the world like she was
going to open her eyes at any moment and critique my rumpled clothes and messy tangle of
hair. As usual.The only person in the room who was any different, was me.I was not the same girl
who had last simmered, listening to another of Grandmother’s lectures. The resentment, the
anger, the insecurity were gone. I sat beside her bed and carefully took her hand in mine, noting
the frailty. I studied the lined face, wondering how many wrinkles could be attributed to her
rebellious grand-daughter who had run away to an island on the other side of the world in search
of a family in a land of strangers. How much had she known about Nafanua? How much had my
father told her about why he had left Samoa eighteen years ago, taking me with him? What did
she know about my twin? The brother I had never known? Unbidden, a tear trickled down my
cheek as I remembered how agitated my Grandmother had been when I announced my travel
plans for Samoa. All the times during the past year in my new home that I had thought about her.
Missed her. I wished she could hear me now. I wished she could know everything I knew now
that I wished I had known then.She stirred. As if my wish had pierced the drug-filled haze she
slept in.“Grandmother? It’s me, Leila.”She opened her eyes. And for the first time in forever, my
grandmother looked happy to see me. “Leila?” Her voice was a bare remnant of what it used to
be, weak and soft, swallowed up by the humming monitors. “Is that really you?”I leaned closer.
“Yes, it’s me.”“You came back. You’re alright.” She tightened her grip in mine. “I was so worried
about you.”“I’m fine, Grandmother. I’m alright.” I took a deep breath and then rushed on, wanting
to get it all out before I lost my nerve. “I came as soon as I heard you were ill. I wanted to tell you
that I’m sorry. For leaving the way I did. For so many things. I didn’t understand why you were so
against my trip to Samoa. A lot of stuff has happened over the last few months and I’ve been
wanting to see you so I could tell you in person, I’m sorry. For being the world’s most annoying
grand-daughter.”She smiled the barest of smiles and there was the hint of a softening in her
faded blue eyes. A whisper. “Not annoying. Just ridiculous.”My eyes widened in surprise. “Why,
Grandmother Folger, if I didn’t know any better, I would say you just cracked a joke.”She
grimaced, and the familiar disapproving Grandmother was back. “Ladies don’t ‘crack’ jokes
Leila.” She glanced at my outfit. “Good heavens child, what are you wearing under that coat?
Don’t tell me you travelled looking like that?” She paused to breathe laboriously, gathering the
energy to continue. “How many times do I have to remind you that denim jeans and a sweatshirt
are not suitable attire for leaving the house in? Would it have been too much to ask that you
brush your hair before visiting your dying grandmother in the hospital?”I ignored the death
reference and hid my grin. “You must be feeling better if you can notice my casual attire. Don’t
you know the grunge look is all the rave right now? Even Fifth Avenue’s finest are dressing down



this year.”She ignored my lame attempts at teasing and only smiled a faint half-smile before
closing her eyes, fading back into sleep. A rush of happiness filled me. Relief. Gratitude. I had
made it. Grandmother knew I was here. She was happy to see me. The prayers had worked.
Thank you God, and thank you Aunty Matile for introducing us. I sat by Grandmother’s side for a
while longer, feeling more at peace then I had in a long while. Annette peeked in every so often
to check on us. Probably wanting to make sure I wasn’t upsetting Grandmother by being my
usual argumentative self. (Or swiping her morphine.)And then Grandmother shifted uneasily in
the bed and opened her eyes. This time she looked agitated. Fearful. The monitors beeped
alarmingly and I threw a look over my shoulder out the open door. Somebody, anybody? “Hey,
it’s alright. I’m here. Everything’s alright. Do you want me to call for the nurse?”“No.” The
sharpness of her tone caught me. Her hand clawed at mine and held me. She was breathing
quick, shallow breaths and every word was a struggle. “Have to tell you. Very important. Should
have told you before you left last year. Should have kept you here. Safe. From that woman.”Her
words confirmed my suspicions. Grandmother had known. My dad had told her about Nafanua.
There had been more behind her anger at my Samoa trip than she had revealed. I placed a
calming hand on Grandmother’s shoulder. “I’m safe, Grandmother. You don’t need to worry about
me anymore.” I can set fire to this building. You really don’t need to be afraid for me anymore.“He
lied. I don’t know why. He lied.”“What are you talking about?” She was confused. I patted her arm
and discreetly pushed the call button for the nurse.“Your father. He lied.”“I know, Grandmother.
But it’s okay. I understand why he didn’t tell me about my mother. Trust me, it’s alright.”But she
wasn’t listening to me. She was shaking her head back and forth, whimpering. “No, no. He lied.
After the funeral. I packed his things away. I looked through his passport. Your father. Before his
trip to Africa. He went back to Samoa. Back to see her.”“What?” I couldn’t believe what I was
hearing. She was delusional. This didn’t make sense. But as Grandmother Folger clutched me to
her, I stared into her eyes and knew – she had never been more lucid.“He went to Samoa before
his last Africa assignment. I don’t know why or what happened there. But two weeks later he was
dead. She killed him. That witch. Your mother. She killed him. I know it. She killed my baby
grandson. And then she made my son sick with her filthy island magic. I know it. She killed your
father.”She collapsed back onto the pillows as if this accusation had leached her of all energy.
She was spent. Her eyes closed again and the monitors settled back into their monotone hum.
Calm. Unhurried. Peaceful.Except I wasn’t anything close to calm. Or peaceful. I had been dealt
another gut-kicking blow. Would I ever catch a break and get a month, a week without shocking
revelations? Thoughts tumbled over each other, chasing answers, chasing some semblance of
order. Dad, why did you go back to Samoa? What were you searching for, hoping for? Nafanua,
what did you do to my father? It made no sense. Nafanua hadn’t said anything about seeing my
father. She had been surprised to hear about his death, I was sure of it.Or was I? How good an
actress had she been really? Was it so impossible to imagine that she had poisoned my dad
somehow? Cursed him with the kind of cancer that had no cure, came on with no warnings, and
gave no mercy?“Leila?” It was Annette. Concerned and curious. She was joined by two nurses



who bustled about, checking the machines, checking Grandmother Folger, insinuating
messages of ‘get out of here annoying girl’ in their every movement. “What happened?”“Nothing.
She woke up and wanted to talk to me. She was upset. But it’s nothing now.” I stumbled to my
feet. I wanted my grandmother to wake up and tell me more. But she didn’t.Grandmother Folger
didn’t wake up again. She died two days later without ever regaining consciousness. A funeral in
Potomac was a well orchestrated social event. My grandmother had left nothing to chance. Or to
flights of fancy. From the hymns to the seating plan, to the choice of scripture reading to the color
of the flowers on the hearse – even to the filling for the sandwiches served at the family mansion
afterwards – she had it all planned. It would be elegant, dignified, and serene. Everything I was
not.The week passed in a kind of daze for me. I tried to be useful but rich people don’t mourn
without lots of paid help. Grandmother’s stately mansion was overflowing with caterers, florists,
waiting and bar staff, a sound crew, and more. Everybody had a task for preparing for the funeral
of the year. Everybody knew exactly what they were doing and where they were supposed to be
doing it. Everybody except for me. I was aimless. And lonely. The only thing that made the week
bearable was my phone. More specifically, my messages from a far-away Simone. And Daniel.
He was recovering well thanks to Salamasina’s natural remedies and was already back at work
in the welding shop. I’m not sure just how much work he was getting done though because I was
messaging him every other minute and sending him instagram pics of everything and hassling
him for the same. Being without him was like a constant ache. An emptiness. That feeling like
when you’ve left the house and you know you’ve forgotten something but you’re just not sure
what it is. And it nags and worries at you all day. Because you know that it’s something dreadfully
important. Vital. And at some point in your day, you’re going to need that unknown, missing
something. And you would be bereft without it.Simone was on holiday in New Zealand with his
family and loved to send me photos of the scintillating scenery. Most of it seemed to be rugged
and tattooed. And half naked. Clearly Simone was hanging out at a lot of beaches and making
the most of his new phone. The day I got my first message from Jason in San Francisco was an
exuberant fireworks kind of day. His recuperation was going much more slowly than Daniel’s.
Mainly because the American doctors had no clue what had been wrong with him. I had to laugh
at his descriptions of the medical team that had been waiting for him once he got airlifted back to
the US. Dressed in head-to-toe protective gear like spacemen, they had bustled him to an
isolation unit, treating him like radioactive waste. “They think I’ve got some nasty new tropical
infection that they’ve never heard of, so they’re acting like I’m a plague carrier or something,” he
grumbled. “I don’t even have a fever anymore and I keep telling them I feel fine but they’re not
convinced. I hate being locked up like this. I’m going to get my brothers to bust me out of here
soon.”I laughed, but inside me, the truth squirmed like slippery eels, biting and gnawing to get
out. When would I be brave enough to tell him what had really happened? It wasn’t right to keep
the truth from him. But I wasn’t ready. I hid my shame and guilt in relief that he was better, well
enough to complain daily about ‘sadistic doctors, mean nurses, and crappy food.’ I would tell him
when we next met. It was not the kind of thing that you told someone over a phone, I rationalized.



No, the right thing to do was to wait until we were together in person and I could look him in the
eyes and confess. I practiced my apology speech in my head many times. I broke the telesā law
by telling you my secret. I condemned you to death by asking you to help find a scientific cure for
my fire thing. My mother poisoned you. You were supposed to die a miserable, gut-wrenching
death. I was selfish and I’m sorry. Can you ever forgive me?It’s safe to say that I was not looking
forward to seeing Jason again in person. No matter how much I cared about him and no matter
how much I missed him. In the meantime, I was happy to exchange bantering, funny messages
with him all day. Because there was another huge white elephant in the room of all our
conversations.Almost dying does something to a person, you know? It makes him realize that
life is short. And you have to grab at every moment, every happiness with both hands. Tight. And
not let go. You gotta know, I’m in love with you.With his love declaration, Jason had placed in my
hands a fragile flower of possibility. And I wasn’t ready to hurt him by crushing it with the truth. I
spent some time in the attic going through boxes of my dad’s stuff that Grandmother Folger had
packed away into storage. I found the passport and took it back downstairs with me. The guilty
Samoa stamps stared back at me accusingly. So? Your dad took me to Samoa. Big deal.
Whatchya gonna do about it? I couldn’t do anything about it. There was no one to ask. No one to
confront. So I stowed it away and tried not to think about it. Being at Grandmother’s house and
back in D.C. was kind of painful. Everything and everywhere reminded me of my dad. I was
anxious for the funeral to be over so that I could go back to Samoa. Something I suspected my
Folger family would not be happy about. Something I waited until after the funeral proceedings
were over with before broaching with them.“What do you mean, you’re going back there?” Uncle
Thomas was exasperated and Annette handed him a glass of wine with a soothing glance.“I
think your uncle is just concerned for your future, Leila. You should be thinking about college. If
you go back to Samoa, what will you do about school?”I had done my homework. I was ready. “I
have thought about college, Annette. There’s a National University in Samoa and all the other
seniors in my high school go there to do a university preparatory year before applying for
scholarships to colleges in Australia and New Zealand.” I took a deep breath before plunging into
the rest of my carefully prepared announcement. “I’m going to enroll at National University and
do another year in Samoa.”They both looked startled. More so because I actually had a plan.
They glanced at each other before Thomas took the lead. “And where will you live?”“National
University doesn’t have a dorm. My mother’s relatives, Matile and Tuala, are happy to have me
stay there again. I’ll stay with them when I first get back but I’m going to look for an apartment to
rent. I know the country well enough now to live on my own. I’ve made friends at school that I
could probably get to room with me if I need company. I have enough money from Dad’s
insurance payout to support me through the year if I budget it carefully.”Thomas waved his hand
at the mention of money. “Don’t be ridiculous. You’re a Folger and you never need to worry about
finance. You have your trust fund account and I know that your grandmother would have wanted
you to be well taken care of. I’ll have my secretary set up an allowance for you.”Elation. Not about
the money but the fact that I wasn’t going to get fought on this. “So, you’re going to be okay with



this?” I looked at him, then at Annette and back again at Thomas. “No legal threats? No
lectures?”A tired sigh. “No. Would it make any difference? You’ll be nineteen in a few months.
You’re an adult. Besides, my mother was very specific in her will and final instructions about you,
Leila. She may not have been happy about your country choice of residence but she was
insistent that we do everything to make sure you go to university. And if it means starting your
degree at a Samoan university, then so be it.”Annette added her piece. “Your grandmother did
say she was glad you had found some of your mother’s family, that you seemed to be happy with
them because she knew you often felt like an outsider here. This couple, Matile and Tuala, they
have clearly welcomed you as one of their own.” She studied me intently. “Your time there has
been good for you. We can all see that. Can’t we, Thomas?”My uncle gave her the baffled shrug
that a man gives his wife when he has no clue what she’s talking about – but he knows better
than to do anything else but agree. Annette smiled. “It’s settled then. Leila will go back to Samoa
to do a university preparatory year. But you must stay with us for a while, spend some time with
your Folger family while your uncle makes the necessary arrangements.”I wanted to argue. I had
been away from Daniel for two weeks already and it was killing me. But he was not all I longed
for. He was not the only reason I walked with emptiness within me. The winter was burying the
island fire that warmed me. I walked on tar seal and concrete and I couldn’t feel Fanua. I couldn’t
hear her in the chill wind. She did not move upon the icy waters of the Potomac River. Or breathe
in the chemical-laden soil of the luxuriant Folger gardens. I wanted to catch the first flight back,
right then and there, but I knew Annette was right. I was a part of this family. Even if I was a rather
surly, thug-girl part. So many of the walls that divided me from them had been of my own making.
It was not they who had excluded me from the Folger fold. It was me and my hostility. Heck, I
probably made a bigger deal out of being the brown one than they did. And so I agreed to stay
on. For just a little while longer.The weeks that followed were busy ones with barely space to
breathe. There were extended family dinners and meetings. Trips to each of the uncles’ homes.
Time spent with cousins who had once been only a blur of polite faces. Annette took me
shopping in New York. I think Uncle Thomas was squirming a little with guilt because he was
faintly relieved that I was going back to Samoa. And so his instructions to Annette had been
precise. “Buy her a new wardrobe for that university. Get her everything she needs.” It wasn’t
easy to find summer clothes in the dead of winter but money really can buy you everything.
Shopping with Annette wasn’t easy either. She had never been to the other side of the equator,
and it showed.“I’m sorry, Annette. Valentino and Calvin Klein will not make sense in Samoa. Trust
me. Think tropical country. Sauna heat and lots of sweat and dirt, okay? Samoa’s the most
beautiful place on the planet, but it’s also dusty, dirty, and nasty in places.”So she took me to
Gap and Banana Republic and I had to be happy with that. I think Annette was channeling the
‘African Queen’ and Lara Croft Tomb Raider because we ended up with lots of khaki pants, white
linen tops, and breezy cotton shifts. I let her have fun with it and, I confess, I did enjoy shoe
shopping for Louboutins just a tiny bit. But I had to draw the line at the felt-brimmed hat and thigh-
high designer ‘wilderness’ boots. Next thing you know she was going to buy me a leather whip



so I could hang out with Indiana Jones on weekends.“Umm, I don’t think so. My friend Simone
would love those.”Annette’s face lit up. “See! They’re perfect.”“Not for me they’re not. This is
Simone. His parents call him Simon.” I showed her a photo on my phone that Simone had sent
me from New Year’s Eve. With flawless makeup and a stunning red sequin dress. Slit up to the
thigh and stiletto heels. Annette’s jaw dropped.“Oh.” She put the hat and boots back on the shelf
and kept on walking. “Right, I think we’ll stick to the sandals and maybe a few more pairs of
shorts?”I laughed. “Okay. But Simone will be disappointed that I won’t have such fabulous boots
for him to borrow.”She was cool enough to laugh with me. I was starting to like Annette. And my
dad’s brothers weren’t bad either. They liked to play cards after family dinners and I taught them
the Samoan card-playing basics that I had learned from Sunday evenings with Uncle Tuala.
Games like swipi and ka-isu. With a little prompting they had loads of stories to tell about when
my dad was a kid, pestering his much older siblings.“Your dad was spoilt rotten, Leila. It’s true.
He was Mom and Dad’s golden child and could do no wrong.” Michael complained.Cameron
added. “He was a sickly baby who grew up to be a scrawny little kid. Mom was always worrying
about him getting sick. So he got away with everything.” He mimicked Grandmother Folger.
“Cameron, you let Ryan read your X-Men comics, you hear me? He was so sick when he was a
baby that we need to treasure every moment we have with him. Why don’t you go read to him in
your room? And then as soon as Mom left the room, Ryan would be making faces at me and
laughing. And he trashed my comic collection. I spent a lot of money on that collection and he
never looked after my comics properly.”It was Michael’s turn again. “He was definitely sly. Always
getting in trouble and then finding the most ingenious ways to get out of trouble! Remember that
time in high school when he didn’t come home because he was making out at the back of the
bleachers with that brunette girlfriend of his? And by six o’clock Mom went out looking for him
and she was raging mad.”I had never heard any of these stories about my dad’s childhood and I
loved it. “So then what happened?”Thomas continued the story. “Ryan saw Mom’s car and knew
she would be angry. So he ripped his shirt and rolled around a bit in the dirt. Then he told Mom
that the reason he was so late was because he got attacked and beat up by a gang of bullies.
Mom bought it, hook, line, and sinker. She drove all around the neighborhood looking for this
mythical gang and even called our dad at the office to send some of his security detail down
there to help her.” He shook his head as everyone laughed at the memory. “Dad didn’t, of course.
He was more clued in to Ryan than Mom ever was. When Dad came home, he took Ryan into
his study and warned him that if he ever made Mom worry like that again, he would send him
away to military school.”Michael scoffed. “Not like Mom would ever allow that.”Thomas shook his
head. “No. Ryan was very special to our mom.” He had a sad smile on his face. “He was very
special to all of us. He was so much younger that he kind of belonged to all of us. In a way. We all
looked out for him. And he was so different from the rest of us, that he was like a breath of fresh
air. He brought our mom and dad closer together. And he was Mom’s favorite. She had so many
things planned for his future. She was so upset when he joined the Peace Corps. Mainly
because it took him so far away from her. And then when he told us he had gotten married over



there … well, she was devastated, worrying that he was going to live over there permanently.
She was so happy when Ryan came back. With you.”There was a heavy silence as everyone
busied themselves with memories. Unspoken thoughts.“Our mom took it bad when Ryan died.
We all did. It was like the sickly boy who we all worried about when we were younger had finally
gotten the dreadful sickness that had always been an ominous threat. He was so young. So
funny. So full of life. I still can’t believe he’s gone.”Thomas stood abruptly. “Believe it. Ryan’s
dead.” He stalked out of the room, slamming the door behind him. Cold. Brutal. Final. I was
shocked.Michael spoke softly into the painful silence. “Don’t mind him, Leila. Thomas took
Ryan’s death personally. He’s the oldest, he’s always felt responsible for the family. For his
brothers. But more than that, he’s one of the finest neurosurgeons in the country and even he
couldn’t do anything for Ryan. Nobody could. Not with that kind of aggressive tumor. Nobody
had seen anything like it. It was horrifying.”The dinner gathering broke up shortly after that. Back
up in my room, I couldn’t shake it from my mind. Ryan’s tumor was like nothing the doctors had
ever seen. The finest neurosurgeons couldn’t do anything for him…it was horrifying.
Grandmother Folger’s final words hammered away at my brain. She did it. Your mother. She
killed your father. I couldn’t sleep after that. Long after the house went silent, I slipped out into
the moonlit night. I walked through the silver shimmer of the frozen garden. My breath made little
clouds of heat as I trudged away from the house and into a secluded grove of trees. I was alone.
I could see Masina the moon far above me. She was alone in a pollution-laden sky. No stars.
Only the red flickering of an airplane kept her company. Closing my eyes, I reached out with my
mind, my soul, my heart. Searching for Fanua Afi. I wanted – needed – to listen to her speak
soothing serenity to my soul. I wanted the comfort of her fire. I searched through bitter cold,
fought through frozen earth, reaching down through layers of dead soil and uncaring rock, down
to sluggish currents of magma that barely simmered with red heat. She was there. Far away, but
she was there. I summoned Fanua Afi. With every fiber of my being. And after an endless battle,
she came to me. The barest hint of flame in the palm of my hands. Not even enough to ward
away the chill of that winter night. But it was enough. To reassure me that, yes, my Mother Earth
spoke to me still. Even here, in this city of steel and glass, of rushed busy-ness and fervent time
chasers. She was here.I knelt in the snow and gave thanks for this small reminder of Samoa. Of
who I was. And then I returned to the sleeping house. I had answered my own question. Yes, I
was fanua afi even here in Washington D.C. – but my gift was only a flickering fragment of what it
was back in Samoa. I thought back to all the hours of experiments and frustration with Jason and
shook my head at the simplicity of the solution. If I wanted to remove the threat of my fanua afi,
all I needed to do was move back to America. Embrace the Folger side of myself and be the
regular girl I kept telling Jason that I wanted to be. I stared out the frosted window over the
crystal night and it was like I could see two pathways stretching out before me.I could choose. I
could choose to be regular. I could stay here in America, go to a college that the Folgers picked
out for me. Maybe study for a law degree like my dad. Or bio-medicine, drawing on my
knowledge of plants. I could have Jason. As a friend. And maybe more? He was on this path. I



could see it now. The teasing smile, the warmth of his touch, the ease with which we talked. I
could go to school on the West Coast. He would give me surf lessons in the white waves of
California. Take me to meet his family. I would like that. Siblings. The stifling closeness of
brothers and sisters, laughter, mess, and closeness. On semester breaks, maybe I could even
go with him on assignment? Be a lowly assistant for the distinguished volcano professor? With
the Folger’s money at my back, I would never have to work at any job I didn’t want. I could even
get them to sponsor Jason’s expeditions. We would make a great team. I could be happy with
that. Content. It would be easy. Comfortable.And then there was the other choice. Return to
Samoa. Embrace the fire goddess within me. Take up the challenge that came with being a
telesā without a sisterhood. Face the risk that Sarona was alive. Be with sour-faced Matile and
stern but kind Tuala. Go to university with my Samoa College friends. Simone. Maleko. Sinalei.
And love Daniel. Decipher the enigma that was his vasa loloa birthmark.This pathway was less
clear. There was danger and darkness in it. Nafanua was gone. Who would teach me all else I
needed to know about being a telesā? Who would I turn to for answers about this volatile
heritage of mine? I didn’t know if there were any more telesā matagi left in Samoa, but I was
pretty sure I had burnt my bridges with them. Literally. And loving Daniel certainly wouldn’t help.
No, this path carried no certainty or security. It wouldn’t be easy. Or comfortable.Not too long
ago, I had confronted my mother, the Covenant Keeper of the Matagi Sisterhood, and I had told
her that yes, I had a choice. I didn’t have to be like her and her sisters. I could choose my destiny.
And here now, as I looked out over the winter of Washington, I knew that, once again, I held the
key to my destiny in my hands. I could choose. Where to go and what to do. Who to love.Choice.
It was an exhilarating and terrifying thing. Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: Missing you. I’m
so sorry about your grandmother. Are you ok?Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Missing
you SickI’m alright. I got here in time to talk to her. We made peace. In a way. In the car now with
my uncle and aunt. We’re on the freeway. Long drive to New York. I just stopped crying. And only
because I got car sick. My uncle’s a crazy driver. I’m worried we’re going to crash and die. I’m an
island girl now, not used to hours in a car! I had to throw up. I am now back to missing you. Sorry
about the vomit reference. Too much information.Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: Vomit vs.
KissesI’ve seen you throw up before. Still wanted to kiss you after. Wish I was there to crash and
die with you.Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Not HappyI have a complaint. Before the
car crashes and I die. You don’t kiss me enough.Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: Not Helpful.And
this is coming from a girl who’s just left the country WITHOUT ANY WARNING to fly thousands
of miles away for an unspecified period of time?! Try telling me that in person. When we’re alone.
At our midnight pool. (Clothes optional.)Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Excuse me?
Is that a dare?Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: I will kiss you breathless.No. It’s a promise.
Satisfaction guaranteed.Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Fire Hazard Stop that.
It’s getting hot in here. Do you want this car to flame, crash and burn?Daniel Tahi,
Samoa.Subject: Control yourself.Sorry. I forgot that the mere mention of my kiss often has that
effect on girls. And cars. Please try to contain your excitement.Leila Folger, Enroute to New



York.Subject: Bodyguard DutiesIt will be difficult. I’ll try to think about something else. Like
Simone’s offer to be your bodyguard. He’s going to protect you against the alluring advances of
all girls.Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: Surrounded by Allure.I feel very safe now. Me and
Simone will take on the gazillions of hot chicks who want me. They are everywhere. I just saw
some hiding in the bushes outside my house. Simone, help!Leila Folger, Enroute to New
York.Subject: Whatever.Very funny. If I was there, I would fry you with a flame ball.Daniel Tahi,
Samoa.Subject: Bring it.If you were here, I would hold you in my arms and never let you go. I
never want to wake up after a telesa attack without you again. You could have at least put smiley
hearts on your goodbye note.Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: SadnessI’m sorry I left
you like that.Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: LoveDon’t be. I’m just teasing you. You’re where you
need to be.Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: WorriedHow’s your chest? I mean, your
wound?Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: Check it out. Photo Attachment.I opened the photo
file and laughed out loud. He had taken a picture of himself, giving me a thumbs up while lying in
bed, shirtless so I could see the bandage Salamasina had wrapped his upper torso in. It was
made of leaves and tied with finely braided coconut rope. A sheet lay low on his hips and while
he looked a little pale he was, in every other way, my Daniel. The phone beeped, reminding me
that he was impatiently waiting for a reply. I read his message and this time, a blush of fire raced
through me.Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: My Chest.As you can see, my chest is fine. Mama
warns though that I’ll have a big old scar there. Are there any other parts of me that you’re
worried about, that you need to check out?Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Your
chest.You talk pretty scandalous for a boy who wouldn’t kiss me for too long in case he put my
‘virtue’ in danger.Daniel Tahi, Samoa.Subject: You.Getting stabbed in the chest can do that to a
person. Besides, I need ways to keep you allured. You don’t have a bodyguard. And America is
full of hot surfers and scientists who want you. Not to mention celebrities who probably stalk your
every move. How do I know that Ryan Reynolds isn’t waiting for you in New York?I tried to ignore
the not-so-subtle reference to Jason. If I hadn’t been trapped in a car with my uncle and aunt, I
would have taken a photo for him. Of me making a face at him and poking my tongue out at the
ridiculousness of his question.Leila Folger, Arrived in New York.Subject: All of You.Don’t worry. I
prefer tattooed brown rugby players to mega celebrities. I told Ryan to stop stalking me or else
even his Green Lantern costume won’t protect him from my volcano fury. I don’t need a
bodyguard. I’m a fire goddess who’s in love with you. Every piece of you. Even the scarred chest
bits. I gotta go. We’re here. Talk later.Six weeks. Six long weeks and I was finally on my way back
to Samoa. There was so much about this journey that was familiar and yet different. The biggest
difference was that this time, I wasn’t running away from my life in Washington D.C. This time I
was going to where I wanted to be.And this time, Daniel was waiting to greet me at the airport. I
searched him out as soon as I exited through Customs. Eager. Anxious. It had been so long.
What if things were awkward? What if things had changed? What if the bond we shared wasn’t
there anymore? What if I had only imagined it?I needn’t have worried. There he was. Standing
back from the crowd. Waiting. Staring right at me. Our eyes met. Caught. And instantly, I knew.



Nothing had changed. Daniel was the same. The busy crush of the arrivals area faded to a blur
as we moved towards each other. And then I was in his arms and everything in the universe was
right again. That empty ache was replaced with Daniel. Strong. Solid. Strength. Warmth – more
familiar and reassuring than magma could ever be. He held me close and I breathed him in with
a fierce intensity. He kissed my hair, my forehead, the tip of my nose, each cheek, dancing ever
closer to my lips, as if wanting to reacquaint himself with every piece of me. And then his mouth
was on mine and I drowned in the perfect bliss of him. The tang of salt. The breathless flush of a
raging ocean wind. The rush of adrenaline as you leap from the precipice of a rushing waterfall.
He was Daniel Tahi and every part of him firmly anchored against me told me that I had been
gone too long from the one I loved.When he finally tore his mouth from mine, it was to chide me
softly. “You got me breaking all the rules here, Fire Girl.” That delicious smile reassured me that
whatever rules he was referring to, he wasn’t truly mad at me about trespassing them.“And what
rules would those be?”“The unwritten Samoan laws on public displays of affection. We just
trashed all of them. Can’t you tell?”He quirked an eyebrow at me and glanced sideways. I
followed his gaze and realized we had an avid audience. The airport crowd was staring and
muttering darkly about the couple entwined around each other in the middle of the arrivals area.
Shocking. Disrespectful. Disgraceful. Immediately, I took a step back and loosened my
embrace.“Oops.” I bit at my lower lip. “Sorry. I forgot that people don’t do that here.”He only
laughed. Low and musical. Reached for my backpack and looped it lightly over one shoulder,
and then took my hand in his. “Don’t worry about it. I’m not. Besides, I’m sure they can make
allowances for American girls. Especially ones as beautiful as you.” He bent to kiss me once
more on the cheek. A whisper. “I’ve missed you.”Joy entangled me. Filaments of gold sunlight.
Tendrils of chili red excitement. I was caught in my love for this glorious boy. And I never wanted
to be free of it. I walked with him up to the parking lot and once there, away from prying eyes, I
asked him, “Can I see it? Where they stabbed you? Are you really okay now?”In answer, he
unbuttoned his shirt and stood there with moonlight playing on his chest. On the ripple of scar
tissue that marked where the telesā had stabbed him and then tossed his body into the ocean.
Remembering that night had the fire rage sparking within me and it was a struggle to contain it. I
gently traced the scars, first with trembling fingers and then with soft kisses. Wishing that night
had never happened. Wishing I could erase all the pain he had suffered because of me. Wishing
I could wash away even this reminder with my tears.“Hey.” Daniel raised my tear-stained face to
his. “Don’t cry. It’s fine. I’m fine.”“No, it’s not fine. You’re always going to be scarred. Just like how
you’re always going to be a target for other telesā because of me. For as long as you love me,
you’re always going to be in danger.”“I’m ready for a lifetime of danger then. Are you? Because
that’s how long I’m going to love you.” He shrugged. “I kinda like my war wound. It’s a reminder
for me of how together, we can overcome anything. Even a psychotic band of weather witches.
Now come here.”I needed no second invitation. This time, my hands strayed over the planes of
his chest and then moved to his back as we kissed. I delighted in the corded feel of his
shoulders and lower to his hips. He flinched, jerking slightly away from me. “Ouch.”“I’m sorry.



What is it? What’s wrong? Did I burn you?”“No. It’s not you. It’s me.” He caught both my hands in
his. Hesitant. “Remember how I said there was something important I had to tell
you?”“Yeah.”“While you were gone, I did something.”“What?” The suspense was killing me. Was
this where he told me he had gotten with some gorgeous (skanky) girl? And he was really sorry?
And it was a big mistake? But she was so alluring he couldn’t resist?“I got a pe’a done. I had the
last stage completed a few days ago and it’s still a little sore. Here.” A resigned sigh as he
carefully shook himself loose of his shirt. “Have a look.”“You did what?!” I pulled back, my gaze
searching and finding what I had missed in the rush to be with him. There in the dim light, I could
faintly see the stamped black patterning on his hips, rising from the low-lying band of his shorts. I
moved us both into the glare of a parking lot lamppost and stepped back. Now I could see,
peering from the edges of his shorts, the intricate markings of a pe’a, running down both legs to
the knee.“You did it. You really got one. I don’t believe it.” I shook my head in disbelief. “When?
Why didn’t you tell me?”He ruffled a hand through his hair in that nervous gesture I knew so well.
A sheepish grin. “The last time we talked about me getting a pe’a, you weren’t too excited about
the idea. I didn’t want to upset you. Or worry you. Especially when you were having such a nice
time with your Folger family.” He looked hopeful that I would buy this excuse.“Whatever, Daniel.
You didn’t want me to try and talk you out of it!” Worry clamped a cold fist around my heart. “Who
did it? Please don’t tell me they used some nasty, backwoods, rusty instruments and dirty tools.
Is there any infection?”“It’s fine. Mama made sure all the tools were sterilized and she’s been
taking care of it ever since. She didn’t want me to get it done either, you know. Which is why I
didn’t tell you about it. I was having a hard enough time convincing Mama that I would be okay. I
got it done at home, spread out over a week.”I winced, thinking of the painful process. “How bad
did it hurt?”A shrug. “Bad. But Mama gave me some painkiller stuff to drink through it, which
helped. There were three of us getting it done so that helped as well. You know, solidarity and all
that. Can’t give in to the pain when there’re other guys around waiting for their turn, you know.”He
bent to fold up the hem of his shorts. “See? I told you they were fine. So, what do you think?” He
mocked striking a supermodel pose. I pretended to look pensive, hands on my hips and shaking
my head.“Hmm, I’m not sure. I need to get a better look. Can you please turn around and pull
your pants down so me and the whole world can get a better look at your bum?”He pretended to
look shocked. “Hey, don’t even joke about it or else I will!”I laughed with him. Relieved that his
grandmother had played a part in the tattooing process, ensuring his safety. Relieved that his
confession hadn’t been anything to do with gorgeous skanky girls … “I’m glad it turned out
alright. It’s beautiful. And I know it means a lot to you. You really are that noble Pacific warrior
from the legend aren’t you?”He pulled me to him in a careful embrace. “As long as you’re playing
the part of Sina, I’m your warrior. Shall we go? I better get you to your aunt’s house before she
regrets allowing me to come and get you from the airport.”In the truck, I allowed my thoughts to
wander to forbidden topics. “Daniel, if you’re my noble warrior like in the legend does that mean
you can turn into a silver dolphin?”His grip tightened on the steering wheel. “What are you talking
about, Leila?”“I mean that night you got stabbed. We’ve never talked about it. You were



underwater for over an hour. You were unconscious, stabbed in the chest when they threw you in
the sea. You should have died that night. But you didn’t. There were silver dolphins there. They
brought you back to shore. Back to me. I saw them. The ocean gave you back to me. Why?”“I
don’t know anything about silver dolphins. I do know that it was a rugged night. For both of us.
You were coping with a lot and maybe you saw things that weren’t there. You know what I
mean?”“No, I don’t know what you mean. I know what I saw. What I saw was real.”Daniel
interrupted me. “Can we not talk about it? I’ve spent the last six weeks trying to forget that night.
Can we just think about today? Think about tomorrow?” He threw me a smile. “I’m taking the day
off work so we can hang out. You want to go for a picnic?”And just like that, Daniel Tahi deflected
and got us off the silver dolphin topic. And I let him. Because he was right. Sometimes, the best
way to deal with unpleasant things is to blank them out and forget they exist.Which works fine.
Until they come back to bite you. Matile and Tuala greeted me with condolences and reserved
welcome. They had sent a sympathy card to the Folger family when I returned to Washington, a
card that contained some precious American dollars. This gesture that accompanied every
Samoan funeral had touched me deeply. It wasn’t about the money. It was the fact that this
elderly couple regarded me as part of their family and were reaching out across oceans and time
zones to my palagi extended family with this humble gift. I had explained the custom to my
American family and they had made sure that I returned to Samoa with gifts. Matile exclaimed
with breathless awe at the white lace and satin tablecloth set that Annette had sent. I had
approved the purchase from Saks because I knew that Matile would seize upon it as the perfect
donation for the church pulpit. I was right.TelesaWhen Water Burns   Lani Wendt YoungAlso by
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According to Telesā LegendIn the beginning there was darkness, a great expanse, and
Tangaloa-langi moved upon the face of the darkness. After a time Tangaloa-langi grew tired and
rested, and where the god stood, there grew up a rock. Then Tangaloa-langi said to the rock,
“Be thou split up” and hit the rock with one hand. It split open and the earth was brought forth on
the one side and the sea was brought forth on the other. And the earth glowed red with fire and
the sea enveloped it and water burned at its edges. Tangaloa-langi reached down, took of earth
and mixed it with water, fashioning it with godly hands to make Man. And then the god breathed
life on that which had been made.“Let the Spirit and the Heart and Will and Thought go on and
join together inside the Man.”And they joined together there and Man became intelligent. And
Tangaloa-langi joined Man to the earth, through the creation of Woman. ‘Fatu-ma-le-Ele-ele’
meaning Heart and Earth.“Let Earth give nourishment to Man and let Man always treasure her
as his heart beats with the red blood of life. Let Earth be the rock man stands on to give him
strength. The trees that will shelter him. The waters that will sustain him. Let Earth’s fire be the
heat that warms him. And in return, let Man be the protector. The guardian.”But Tangaloa-langi
saw that as Man multiplied and replenished the earth, his heart grew cold and greed ate at it like
the poison of the stonefish. Tangaloa-langi saw that Man trampled Earth beneath his feet and
bowed Woman to his will. Earth’s cries moved Tangaloa-langi. So again the god of all took
pieces of earth and mixed them with water. But this time, Tangaloa-langi breathed upon this
creation with the raging winds of the expanse. Touched it with the jagged fire that rains from
angry skies and made a telesā. She was beautiful. Her name was ‘telesā matagi.’ Sacred one of
storms. Air.Then Tangaloa-langi cast a fiery net upon the waters and drew forth ocean’s might.
The crashing wave. The surging tide that speaks to Masina the moon. And all the living things
that swim and creep in the midnight blue depths. All this Tangaloa-langi fashioned with godly
hands into another. She was beautiful. Her name was ‘telesā vasa loloa.’ Sacred one of ocean.



Water.But Tangaloa-langi was not satisfied. Listening to the cries of ele-ele, feeling of her pain as
Man’s heart spurned her, rage filled the god of all things. Reaching deep within Earth’s core, to
where molten rock flowed and life pulsed, Tangaloa-langi brought forth fire and melded it with
earth, cooled it with ocean and made ‘telesā fanua afi.’ Sacred one of earth. Fire. She was
beautiful. She burned with all the strength of ele-ele. Her heart beat with the fire that would
eclipse man’s. He that had betrayed Earth. He that was meant to be the heart but had instead
chosen to be the destroyer.Tangaloa-langi looked upon what had been created and saw that it
was good. “My daughters, yours is a godly trust, an eternal birthright. You will covenant to watch
over ele-ele and fill the chasm left by an unfeeling Man and be her heart. You will speak with the
voices of wind, water, and fire. You will stir Man up to a remembrance of his sacred partnership
with earth.”Then Tangaloa-langi fashioned with godly hands a carved talisman. The Covenant
Bone. Whale bone interlocked with shark tooth. Boar’s tusk encrusted with shimmering
iridescent oyster shell, adorned with black pearl and gleaming river rock. The fierce razor-bite of
the swordfish. The soulful deep green promise of jadestone. All these Tangaloa-langi interwove
to create a necklace of three distinct pieces, which was then washed in the blood of a god,
imbuing it with the very essence of Tangaloa-langi.“The Covenant Bone will unite the three
elements. It will allow the gifts of many to be woven as one, making it possible for the telesā who
bears it to wield the gifts of her sisters into one supreme power. For it is only when there is
harmony between earth’s gifts, that there can be peace. And life. There will come a time, when
earth’s greatest dangers threaten, that one of you will be called to unite your sisters into one
Covenant. The Bone Bearer will lead you.”And then Tangaloa-langi looked upon telesā fanua afi.
“In those troubled days, you will be the one chosen to reach out to embrace man once again as
the heart. So that all will be as it should. ‘Fatu-ma-le-Ele-ele.’ You will give your fire so that Man
may live. And he will give his heart so that earth may live.”And thus did Tangaloa-langi create
telesā.To watch over earth and be the heart that Man refused to be.Ten Years Ago, HawaiiThe
little boy tried his hardest not to fall asleep, not to give in to waves of tiredness. But he was
fighting a losing battle. Moonlight painted the room white. A bedraggled room with a battered
chest of drawers in one corner and a single mattress on the floor with faded, torn sheets. The
boy sat bolt upright with his back against the wall, one arm placed protectively over the little girl
who lay asleep. Waiting. Dreading. There were hopeful questions. Maybe she wouldn’t come
home tonight? She had done that before. Disappeared for a few days. She would reappear giddy
with repressed excitement. Her hands trembling. Talk about their luck finally changing. Show
them a wad of cash. They would eat Chinese takeaway. Ice cream. She would tell them they
could go to school like regular kids. But the buzz never lasted and she would revert to her usual
self. The frightening stranger who screamed at them. Hit them. Berated them for making her life
a living hell.So yes, the little boy hoped they would be lucky. He hoped she wouldn’t come home.
Because it was better than the alternative. Because maybe she would come home lucky. With a
man. And the children would have to cover their ears and hide under the sheet against the
sounds that would come from the front room. And when it was quiet, the little boy would stand



guard over his sister. Because sometimes, their mother’s visitors would look around the
apartment and discover that the exotic dancer they had left the club with had two children. A boy
and a girl. A slight, thin pair with the cinnamon coloring of their Polynesian mother and the
charcoal black eyes and hair of their African-American father. And sometimes, on a few
frightening occasions, the visitors would display a bit too much interest in children. Yes, there
were many reasons why the boy fought sleep.There was the fumbling of a key in the front door
lock, the muted laughter of a woman and the rough voice of a man. “Hurry up, I don’t have all
night.”The door banged open and the little boy jolted upright, eyes wide. His first move was to
check his sister asleep on his lap. No, she was safe. And still sleeping. Hearing the commotion
from the front room, the little boy stiffened, his eyes darting everywhere, calculating, trying to
decide. There was a fire escape just outside the bedroom window. They had taken refuge out
there before when their mother’s visitors had been too rowdy, when the sounds of partying and
sometimes even the sounds of beating had grown too terrifying. The little boy’s brow furrowed as
he thought about waking up his sister, shushing her questions and fears, hurrying them out to
the rusty, decaying fire escape where they would have to huddle in the cold night until morning.
Hoping the rickety structure would hold them. Before he could decide though, their bedroom
door opened.“What do we have here?” The man was tall and broad. His form took up the whole
doorway. He smelled of beer and something else. Some indefinable odor that the boy couldn’t
recognize. He tightened his grip on his sister but apart from that he didn’t move. He was still, so
still. Like a mouse enthralled by a snake. Maybe if I don’t move, it will go away, it won’t bite? The
man took several steps further into the room, peering into the darkness. “Hey, you got a couple
of kids in here!”The woman appeared from behind him. She swayed, there was no structure, no
form to her body. She was a puppet missing several strings. She stared at the children with
glazed eyes and the boy knew she would be no help to them. Again. His breathing shallowed
and fear ran with icy cold feet into his chest. He gazed up at the man with wide eyes.“Damn girl,
how many kids you got? You’re a sly whore, keeping them a secret in here.”The woman waved
an airy hand, careless and dismissive. “Twins. Always getting in my way. Their useless father was
no help.” She turned away, pulling at the man’s arm. “Come on baby, forget them, let’s get back to
business.”The man allowed himself to be pulled away, but the final look he threw over his
shoulder betrayed his interest in the children. The door slammed shut and the little girl jerked
awake with a faint cry. “Keahi?” He shushed her. “It’s me. I’m here Mailani.”She sat up, looking
fearfully at the shut door. “Is she home? Is there someone with her?”Keahi nodded and Mailani’s
lower lip trembled as tears threatened. “What are we going to do? What if it happens
again?”“Shh, we’ll be fine. Come on, get up. Help me move the mattress.” Together the two
lugged the deadweight mattress and put it against the door before Keahi pulled her to sit beside
him with their backs against the door. Mailani turned worried eyes to her brother. “This won’t stop
them. They can still get in. We should go outside onto the fire escape.”Keahi shook his head.
“No. Last time we were out there that thing almost ripped out of the wall, it’s so rusted and worn.
No, it’s too dangerous.”Mailani didn’t say anything but both children felt the heavy weight of



unspoken words in the air. Just as dangerous as staying inside. They sat like that for over an
hour. Trying not to listen to the noises from the front room. Trying not to think. They held hands
and the rapid panic of their hearts beat in time with each other.The noises from the front room
had stilled. There was a rattling as someone tried the door handle. An aggravated curse as the
door met with resistance. “Open this door. Do you hear me? Open it now.”Both Keahi and Mailani
jumped to their feet and pushed with all their might against the door. But two skinny little eight-
year-olds were no match for a grown man determined to get in. One more shove and the
children scattered, darting to stand against the window. The man smiled at them both, his hands
on his hips. “What’s the matter kids? I’m not going to hurt you. I’m a friend of your mom’s. She
wants us to be good friends too.” He motioned over his shoulder back to the living room where
the woman was passed out on the dirty sofa.Mailani’s eyes brimmed with tears as Keahi pulled
her to stand behind him. “Please sir, leave us alone. Our mother won’t like it if you bother us.”The
man roared with laughter. “Yeah right. I told your mother that I would give her an extra twenty for
a little visit with you two. You know what she said?” He leered down at them and adopted a
breathy soprano voice, “Oh baby, you go right ahead. I just want you to be happy.”The little boy’s
face tensed and he turned to lift open the window. “Hurry Mailani, you go first.”“Oh, no you don’t.
I want to take a closer look at that pretty little thing. Come here.” The man lunged, easily batted
Keahi aside and grabbed at Mailani. She screamed and kicked her feet uselessly as he carried
her back across the room and threw her down onto the dingy mattress. He put a giant hand over
her mouth and his voice was low, menacing. “Shut up.” With one swift movement, he ripped the
front of her nightdress, exposing her thin frame with all its scars and bruises. With the moon-
white birthmark of a crested wave on her shoulder. The little girl lay rigidly with her eyes shut, her
fists clenched by her side. Across the room, the little boy was trying to stand. The man’s blow
had sent him headfirst into the chest of drawers and blood ran from the cut on his face. He
looked at his sister. This was worse. So much worse than all the times before.“Get off her!” He
ran, and jumped on the man’s back, wildly punching, kicking, pulling hair – anything and
everything to get this man away from his sister.The man straightened up with an angry roar. “You
little brat!” He reached behind him, took hold of the boy and threw him across the room. Not
content with that, he then walked over to where Keahi lay and kicked him. Again and again. In
the stomach, the face, the legs, his back. The boy curled up into a tight ball but it did little for him
against the onslaught of blows. Mailani was screaming. A thin high-pitched scream that only
aggravated the man further. One more vicious kick and Keahi was still. Only then did the man
leave him, turn aside and go back to the little girl. “I told you to shut up.” He hit her once across
the face. It was enough to silence her. To render her immobile. The man was deep breathing now
with the exertion of his night. He unbuckled his belt and dropped his pants before moving to
position himself over the inert figure of the little girl on the mattress.Behind him, Keahi was
fighting to emerge from the whirlpool of pain that held him captive, wanting to suck him down
into oblivion. No, Mailani. Have to help Mailani. Have to stop him. He was battered and bruised.
Broken ribs. Boot imprints on tender flesh. Bloodied face. Eyes swollen near-shut. But he fought



on. From a wilderness away, he could hear the panting, heaving breaths of the man as he tried to
do bad things to his sister. Keahi opened his eyes, spat blood and chipped fragments of teeth
from his mouth. He tried to stand. He saw what was happening to Mailani. Pain, hurt, fear, rage,
desperation built and exploded. And then another kind of pain ripped through Keahi’s body. Pain
like fire. Burning, charring, searing pain.He shouted. “No.” Fire jerked from his body, lighting up
the room in blinding redness.The man was interrupted, half-turned. “What the hell …” It would be
the last words he ever spoke. A ball of fire consumed him. The man screamed, staggered, fell to
his knees.But the fire was not appeased. Flames rippled along the ceiling, down the walls,
hungrily devouring the wooden chest of drawers, the mattress. The very air. The little girl. With
horror-stricken eyes, Keahi watched as fire consumed his sister’s body. He shouted, “Mailani!”
He tried to run to her, but the heat, the flames were too much for him. The fire was moving fast,
so fast. There was not enough oxygen left for him to breathe. The last thing the little boy
remembered was how peaceful his sister looked as she lay there on the mattress – like a
princess on her fiery pyre of death. “Mailani!”The burning ceiling collapsed in on the
boy.Everything went black.It was over.TodaySimone, SamoaSubject: The gift to surpass all
othersAMAZEBALLS! I love my iPhone4. Love it, love it, love it. You rock. When I opened the
package, I was almost more excited than the time I was in the elevator in the Central Bank
building with some of the Manu Samoa team, breathing the same air as the dalashious Kahn
Fotuali’i. Thank you!Leila, Washington D.C.Subject: You’re welcomeAs soon as I saw them, I
knew you had to have one. Besides, now you can keep me up to date on all the latest from
Samoa.Simone, SamoaSubject: Mission acceptedI knew it. You want me to spy on Daniel for
you. Make sure the evil Mele doesn’t sink her claws into him. Einjo. Don’t worry, I am up to the
task. I will stick to Daniel like a sweat-stained shirt. I will keep every piece of him safe. For you.
And only you. (Of course.)Leila, Washington D.C.Subject: WhateverPugi. Shut up. (Like my
fa’afafine slang? I’m learning.) I also know some other bad words but will save them until I see
you in a few weeks. But I’m not worried about Daniel. I know who his heart belongs to.Simone,
SamoaSubject: Body guarding dutyWho said anything about his heart?! I shall guard his body.
Some parts more thoroughly than others. Do you want instant pics of us together? Visual
evidence of my bodyguard efficiency?Leila, Washington D.C.Subject: NupiShut it. There are no
other words.I had to laugh as I ended my conversation with Simone. There had been no chance
to say goodbye to him before I caught my last-minute flight to Los Angeles. Actually, there hadn’t
been time to do much of anything before I left. After the nightmare show-down with Nafanua and
Sarona, I had taken Daniel back to his house and been given the evils by Salamasina when she
saw his injuries. She could barely restrain her rage when I gave her the censored and
condensed version of what had happened with Nafanua’s sisterhood. I didn’t tell her about the
dolphins. Or about the certainty that Daniel shouldn’t be alive, that something inconceivable had
brought him back to that moonlit shore. She was angry enough as it was. I wasn’t sure who she
had been more furious at – the telesā sisterhood who had abducted Daniel and stabbed him, or
me for getting him marked as a target.“I warned my son you would only bring him pain and



suffering. I knew something like this would happen.”“I’m sorry Mrs. Tahi. I never meant for any of
this to happen. I tried to protect him. I love Daniel. I would do anything to keep him safe.”I could
have chopped my arm off in her kitchen and it still wouldn’t have convinced her that I really was
sorry for what had happened. She only hissed at me, “You are telesā. No man is safe with
you.”There was nothing to say to that. Because in my heart of hearts, I knew it to be true. As I left
Salamasina’s house, the sun had been coming up. I had been gone all night and I knew Matile
and Tuala would not be happy. I rushed home to reassure my aunt that I had not been abducted
by rapists, muggers, or Satan worshippers. To my surprise, she and Tuala had not been mad at
me. Instead, they had sat me down to give me the news. My grandmother had been hit with
another stroke. Only this time, it was bad. Very bad. She was in the intensive care unit and the
family was gathering to say good bye. My uncle Thomas had called to tell me I needed to get
back to Washington D.C. As quickly as possible. They didn’t think Grandmother would hang on
much longer. I reeled. The old lady was an indomitable force of nature – how could she be
dying? Matile had hugged me, which kind of shocked me even more. And Uncle Tuala had
patted me awkwardly on the shoulder.“We are very sorry for your loss, Leila.”They talked about
Grandmother Folger like she was already dead, which made me a little angry. Of course the old
lady wasn’t dead. And she wasn’t going to die any time soon either. She was the toughest
person I had ever known and she was not going to die. There had been so few constants in my
life that I would not imagine living without Grandmother Folger’s reserved disapproval. No, she
was not going to die.The next few hours had been a flurry of activity. Throwing clothes into a
suitcase, making an emergency booking on a flight out that would leave in a few hours,
everything was rush, rush, rush. I had detoured to Daniel’s on the way to the airport but he had
been asleep and Salamasina refused to wake him.“I gave him a sleeping potion. He needs to
rest so his body can heal.”She wouldn’t even let me in past the front door. So instead, I had left
him a note. And tried not to cry. What kind of girlfriend abandoned the one she loved when he
needed her the most?We had been late to check in at the airport, so farewells were rushed. At
the very last minute I saw the mobile phone store with the sign screaming ‘The New iPhone4 is
Here! Do You Have Yours?’It was perfect. I bought two. Thank you, Visa. One for Daniel and the
other for Simone. Getting Matile to agree to deliver the package to Simone hadn’t been a
problem. She was thoroughly entranced with Simone. If I hadn’t been trying so hard not to think,
not to feel – I would have laughed at the inanity of it. The strait-laced, sour, forever-prayerful
Aunty Matile connecting with the vivacious, exuberant, lip-sticked Simone. Oh well, life was full
of contradictions and that was certainly one of them.A rushed goodbye to the couple who had
been my adoptive parents for the last year and I was through Customs and onto the airplane. Not
until the plane was in the air. Not until the flight attendants had done their safety demo. Not until
then did everything hit me.My mother Nafanua had tried to kill my best friend, Jason. My
mother’s sister Sarona had tried to kill my boyfriend, Daniel. But instead she had killed my
mother while Nafanua had been trying to protect me. All of her sisters were dead. Their life force
sucked dry by Sarona in some bizarre telesā ritual. Daniel had nearly died, only some freak



ocean ‘thing’ had returned him to me alive. There was a possibility that somewhere out there, the
psycho witch Sarona was still alive. And now, my Grandmother was dying. It was a lot to
process.I hadn’t slept or eaten anything for two days. I wanted to cry. Scream. Rage. Sob. Burn
things. Instead, I went to sleep.The flight attendant woke me when we landed in New Zealand,
and the transit lounge was a blur of grey tiredness. On another plane to Los Angeles, the tears
had finally claimed me and, once they started, I found it almost impossible to stop them. I cried
because I didn’t want to go back to America. I wanted to be there for Daniel when he woke up. I
cried because I didn’t want my grandmother to die. There were things I wanted to tell her. Things
I needed to ask her. I prayed, Please don’t let her die. Please let that fierce old woman fight
death a little longer. Please don’t let my grandmother die. Prayer hadn’t worked for my dad but
maybe a year of going to church with Aunty Matile would make God more willing to hear me.
Maybe now God might know who I was?Arriving in Washington D.C. had been a shock to the
system. In more ways than one. It was winter after all, and I had just come from the sauna of
Samoa. Snow was a dirty grey blanket on the city I had grown up in. I had gratefully accepted the
thick coat that Thomas’ wife Annette had brought to the airport for me. And now here we were,
warm and sheltered in the sleek silver Lincoln town car, on our way to the hospital. I read
Simone’s texts again and they were a welcome warmth in the midst of a D.C. winter. A reminder
of where I had come from and the people there who cared about me. I wondered if Daniel had
gotten my gift yet and when I could expect a message from him.Annette interrupted my
thoughts. “Your grandmother is just hanging on. They took her off the respirator last night and
she’s breathing on her own, but the doctors said she probably won’t make it another forty-eight
hours.”Her warning gave me that unexpected pain again. The one that crept up on me, surprising
me with its wistful intensity. I didn’t like Grandmother Folger. And I had grown up thinking that she
didn’t like me either. But my experiences in Samoa had made me more able to accept my dad’s
constant reminder – that my grandmother’s disapproval of everything about me came from
genuine concern. She just worries about you and wants you to be happy. She wants what’s best
for you, that’s all …Annette issued me with a gentle warning. “She’s waiting for you. You know
that, don’t you?”That made no sense. I had been nothing but a nuisance to the woman. What,
did she have one last lecture she wanted to give me? “I doubt that, Annette.”A fleeting look of
annoyance flashed across the older woman’s carefully made-up face. “Leila, you aren’t going to
be difficult about this, are you? Not when your grandmother is literally on her death bed? I was
hoping that your time away would have seen you mature and get over this childish need to
forever battle with your grandmother. Don’t tell me you still have that giant chip on your
shoulder?”Her words stung. And not because they were uncalled for. The old Leila would have
snapped back with a few snide remarks. Cutting and abrasive. But the Leila who had spent
months living with teenagers who rarely, if ever, answered back to an adult was better about
controlling her words. Her temper. Because she had seen what losing her cool could result in.
Fire. Havoc. Pain. “You’re right. I apologize, Annette. It’s been a long flight and I’m worried about
Grandmother Folger. I hope I get the chance to talk to her. Really talk to her.”Annette’s eyes were



wary. Doubtful. “About what? We don’t want her getting upset, Leila. Not now. Not when she has
so little time left.”“No, I wouldn’t do that. I just want her to know that I understand now why she
was so upset about my decision to go to Samoa. And believe it or not, there were quite a few
times that I actually missed her.”I could tell Annette was surprised. So was I. Who knew that I
would ever admit out loud that I had missed my grandmother? There were more Folgers at the
hospital. Annette’s husband, my uncle Thomas. My dad’s other two brothers, Michael and
Cameron. Their wives. More beautiful, elegant women like Annette. Some cousins. White on
white. The Folger family was reserved and calm. Nobody was crying. Nobody looked ruffled or
even unsettled. Everyone was polite and cordial. Quiet welcomes and questions about my flight.
Even their children – the little Folgers – sat quietly coloring pictures in the waiting room. As usual
with every Folger family gathering, I felt very brown. Very much the outsider. And now that I was
a spirit woman volcano goddess in disguise, any hope of blending in with my palagi family had to
be chucked out the window.Annette ushered me into Grandmother’s room. I walked to stand
beside her bed, apprehensive about what I would see. But after almost a year and two strokes,
Grandmother Folger looked just the same. The silver white hair pulled back into a chignon. The
austere expression on her face – even now, while in sleep. Looking for all the world like she was
going to open her eyes at any moment and critique my rumpled clothes and messy tangle of
hair. As usual.The only person in the room who was any different, was me.I was not the same girl
who had last simmered, listening to another of Grandmother’s lectures. The resentment, the
anger, the insecurity were gone. I sat beside her bed and carefully took her hand in mine, noting
the frailty. I studied the lined face, wondering how many wrinkles could be attributed to her
rebellious grand-daughter who had run away to an island on the other side of the world in search
of a family in a land of strangers. How much had she known about Nafanua? How much had my
father told her about why he had left Samoa eighteen years ago, taking me with him? What did
she know about my twin? The brother I had never known? Unbidden, a tear trickled down my
cheek as I remembered how agitated my Grandmother had been when I announced my travel
plans for Samoa. All the times during the past year in my new home that I had thought about her.
Missed her. I wished she could hear me now. I wished she could know everything I knew now
that I wished I had known then.She stirred. As if my wish had pierced the drug-filled haze she
slept in.“Grandmother? It’s me, Leila.”She opened her eyes. And for the first time in forever, my
grandmother looked happy to see me. “Leila?” Her voice was a bare remnant of what it used to
be, weak and soft, swallowed up by the humming monitors. “Is that really you?”I leaned closer.
“Yes, it’s me.”“You came back. You’re alright.” She tightened her grip in mine. “I was so worried
about you.”“I’m fine, Grandmother. I’m alright.” I took a deep breath and then rushed on, wanting
to get it all out before I lost my nerve. “I came as soon as I heard you were ill. I wanted to tell you
that I’m sorry. For leaving the way I did. For so many things. I didn’t understand why you were so
against my trip to Samoa. A lot of stuff has happened over the last few months and I’ve been
wanting to see you so I could tell you in person, I’m sorry. For being the world’s most annoying
grand-daughter.”She smiled the barest of smiles and there was the hint of a softening in her



faded blue eyes. A whisper. “Not annoying. Just ridiculous.”My eyes widened in surprise. “Why,
Grandmother Folger, if I didn’t know any better, I would say you just cracked a joke.”She
grimaced, and the familiar disapproving Grandmother was back. “Ladies don’t ‘crack’ jokes
Leila.” She glanced at my outfit. “Good heavens child, what are you wearing under that coat?
Don’t tell me you travelled looking like that?” She paused to breathe laboriously, gathering the
energy to continue. “How many times do I have to remind you that denim jeans and a sweatshirt
are not suitable attire for leaving the house in? Would it have been too much to ask that you
brush your hair before visiting your dying grandmother in the hospital?”I ignored the death
reference and hid my grin. “You must be feeling better if you can notice my casual attire. Don’t
you know the grunge look is all the rave right now? Even Fifth Avenue’s finest are dressing down
this year.”She ignored my lame attempts at teasing and only smiled a faint half-smile before
closing her eyes, fading back into sleep. A rush of happiness filled me. Relief. Gratitude. I had
made it. Grandmother knew I was here. She was happy to see me. The prayers had worked.
Thank you God, and thank you Aunty Matile for introducing us. I sat by Grandmother’s side for a
while longer, feeling more at peace then I had in a long while. Annette peeked in every so often
to check on us. Probably wanting to make sure I wasn’t upsetting Grandmother by being my
usual argumentative self. (Or swiping her morphine.)And then Grandmother shifted uneasily in
the bed and opened her eyes. This time she looked agitated. Fearful. The monitors beeped
alarmingly and I threw a look over my shoulder out the open door. Somebody, anybody? “Hey,
it’s alright. I’m here. Everything’s alright. Do you want me to call for the nurse?”“No.” The
sharpness of her tone caught me. Her hand clawed at mine and held me. She was breathing
quick, shallow breaths and every word was a struggle. “Have to tell you. Very important. Should
have told you before you left last year. Should have kept you here. Safe. From that woman.”Her
words confirmed my suspicions. Grandmother had known. My dad had told her about Nafanua.
There had been more behind her anger at my Samoa trip than she had revealed. I placed a
calming hand on Grandmother’s shoulder. “I’m safe, Grandmother. You don’t need to worry about
me anymore.” I can set fire to this building. You really don’t need to be afraid for me anymore.“He
lied. I don’t know why. He lied.”“What are you talking about?” She was confused. I patted her arm
and discreetly pushed the call button for the nurse.“Your father. He lied.”“I know, Grandmother.
But it’s okay. I understand why he didn’t tell me about my mother. Trust me, it’s alright.”But she
wasn’t listening to me. She was shaking her head back and forth, whimpering. “No, no. He lied.
After the funeral. I packed his things away. I looked through his passport. Your father. Before his
trip to Africa. He went back to Samoa. Back to see her.”“What?” I couldn’t believe what I was
hearing. She was delusional. This didn’t make sense. But as Grandmother Folger clutched me to
her, I stared into her eyes and knew – she had never been more lucid.“He went to Samoa before
his last Africa assignment. I don’t know why or what happened there. But two weeks later he was
dead. She killed him. That witch. Your mother. She killed him. I know it. She killed my baby
grandson. And then she made my son sick with her filthy island magic. I know it. She killed your
father.”She collapsed back onto the pillows as if this accusation had leached her of all energy.



She was spent. Her eyes closed again and the monitors settled back into their monotone hum.
Calm. Unhurried. Peaceful.Except I wasn’t anything close to calm. Or peaceful. I had been dealt
another gut-kicking blow. Would I ever catch a break and get a month, a week without shocking
revelations? Thoughts tumbled over each other, chasing answers, chasing some semblance of
order. Dad, why did you go back to Samoa? What were you searching for, hoping for? Nafanua,
what did you do to my father? It made no sense. Nafanua hadn’t said anything about seeing my
father. She had been surprised to hear about his death, I was sure of it.Or was I? How good an
actress had she been really? Was it so impossible to imagine that she had poisoned my dad
somehow? Cursed him with the kind of cancer that had no cure, came on with no warnings, and
gave no mercy?“Leila?” It was Annette. Concerned and curious. She was joined by two nurses
who bustled about, checking the machines, checking Grandmother Folger, insinuating
messages of ‘get out of here annoying girl’ in their every movement. “What happened?”“Nothing.
She woke up and wanted to talk to me. She was upset. But it’s nothing now.” I stumbled to my
feet. I wanted my grandmother to wake up and tell me more. But she didn’t.Grandmother Folger
didn’t wake up again. She died two days later without ever regaining consciousness. A funeral in
Potomac was a well orchestrated social event. My grandmother had left nothing to chance. Or to
flights of fancy. From the hymns to the seating plan, to the choice of scripture reading to the color
of the flowers on the hearse – even to the filling for the sandwiches served at the family mansion
afterwards – she had it all planned. It would be elegant, dignified, and serene. Everything I was
not.The week passed in a kind of daze for me. I tried to be useful but rich people don’t mourn
without lots of paid help. Grandmother’s stately mansion was overflowing with caterers, florists,
waiting and bar staff, a sound crew, and more. Everybody had a task for preparing for the funeral
of the year. Everybody knew exactly what they were doing and where they were supposed to be
doing it. Everybody except for me. I was aimless. And lonely. The only thing that made the week
bearable was my phone. More specifically, my messages from a far-away Simone. And Daniel.
He was recovering well thanks to Salamasina’s natural remedies and was already back at work
in the welding shop. I’m not sure just how much work he was getting done though because I was
messaging him every other minute and sending him instagram pics of everything and hassling
him for the same. Being without him was like a constant ache. An emptiness. That feeling like
when you’ve left the house and you know you’ve forgotten something but you’re just not sure
what it is. And it nags and worries at you all day. Because you know that it’s something dreadfully
important. Vital. And at some point in your day, you’re going to need that unknown, missing
something. And you would be bereft without it.Simone was on holiday in New Zealand with his
family and loved to send me photos of the scintillating scenery. Most of it seemed to be rugged
and tattooed. And half naked. Clearly Simone was hanging out at a lot of beaches and making
the most of his new phone. The day I got my first message from Jason in San Francisco was an
exuberant fireworks kind of day. His recuperation was going much more slowly than Daniel’s.
Mainly because the American doctors had no clue what had been wrong with him. I had to laugh
at his descriptions of the medical team that had been waiting for him once he got airlifted back to



the US. Dressed in head-to-toe protective gear like spacemen, they had bustled him to an
isolation unit, treating him like radioactive waste. “They think I’ve got some nasty new tropical
infection that they’ve never heard of, so they’re acting like I’m a plague carrier or something,” he
grumbled. “I don’t even have a fever anymore and I keep telling them I feel fine but they’re not
convinced. I hate being locked up like this. I’m going to get my brothers to bust me out of here
soon.”I laughed, but inside me, the truth squirmed like slippery eels, biting and gnawing to get
out. When would I be brave enough to tell him what had really happened? It wasn’t right to keep
the truth from him. But I wasn’t ready. I hid my shame and guilt in relief that he was better, well
enough to complain daily about ‘sadistic doctors, mean nurses, and crappy food.’ I would tell him
when we next met. It was not the kind of thing that you told someone over a phone, I rationalized.
No, the right thing to do was to wait until we were together in person and I could look him in the
eyes and confess. I practiced my apology speech in my head many times. I broke the telesā law
by telling you my secret. I condemned you to death by asking you to help find a scientific cure for
my fire thing. My mother poisoned you. You were supposed to die a miserable, gut-wrenching
death. I was selfish and I’m sorry. Can you ever forgive me?It’s safe to say that I was not looking
forward to seeing Jason again in person. No matter how much I cared about him and no matter
how much I missed him. In the meantime, I was happy to exchange bantering, funny messages
with him all day. Because there was another huge white elephant in the room of all our
conversations.Almost dying does something to a person, you know? It makes him realize that
life is short. And you have to grab at every moment, every happiness with both hands. Tight. And
not let go. You gotta know, I’m in love with you.With his love declaration, Jason had placed in my
hands a fragile flower of possibility. And I wasn’t ready to hurt him by crushing it with the truth. I
spent some time in the attic going through boxes of my dad’s stuff that Grandmother Folger had
packed away into storage. I found the passport and took it back downstairs with me. The guilty
Samoa stamps stared back at me accusingly. So? Your dad took me to Samoa. Big deal.
Whatchya gonna do about it? I couldn’t do anything about it. There was no one to ask. No one to
confront. So I stowed it away and tried not to think about it. Being at Grandmother’s house and
back in D.C. was kind of painful. Everything and everywhere reminded me of my dad. I was
anxious for the funeral to be over so that I could go back to Samoa. Something I suspected my
Folger family would not be happy about. Something I waited until after the funeral proceedings
were over with before broaching with them.“What do you mean, you’re going back there?” Uncle
Thomas was exasperated and Annette handed him a glass of wine with a soothing glance.“I
think your uncle is just concerned for your future, Leila. You should be thinking about college. If
you go back to Samoa, what will you do about school?”I had done my homework. I was ready. “I
have thought about college, Annette. There’s a National University in Samoa and all the other
seniors in my high school go there to do a university preparatory year before applying for
scholarships to colleges in Australia and New Zealand.” I took a deep breath before plunging into
the rest of my carefully prepared announcement. “I’m going to enroll at National University and
do another year in Samoa.”They both looked startled. More so because I actually had a plan.



They glanced at each other before Thomas took the lead. “And where will you live?”“National
University doesn’t have a dorm. My mother’s relatives, Matile and Tuala, are happy to have me
stay there again. I’ll stay with them when I first get back but I’m going to look for an apartment to
rent. I know the country well enough now to live on my own. I’ve made friends at school that I
could probably get to room with me if I need company. I have enough money from Dad’s
insurance payout to support me through the year if I budget it carefully.”Thomas waved his hand
at the mention of money. “Don’t be ridiculous. You’re a Folger and you never need to worry about
finance. You have your trust fund account and I know that your grandmother would have wanted
you to be well taken care of. I’ll have my secretary set up an allowance for you.”Elation. Not about
the money but the fact that I wasn’t going to get fought on this. “So, you’re going to be okay with
this?” I looked at him, then at Annette and back again at Thomas. “No legal threats? No
lectures?”A tired sigh. “No. Would it make any difference? You’ll be nineteen in a few months.
You’re an adult. Besides, my mother was very specific in her will and final instructions about you,
Leila. She may not have been happy about your country choice of residence but she was
insistent that we do everything to make sure you go to university. And if it means starting your
degree at a Samoan university, then so be it.”Annette added her piece. “Your grandmother did
say she was glad you had found some of your mother’s family, that you seemed to be happy with
them because she knew you often felt like an outsider here. This couple, Matile and Tuala, they
have clearly welcomed you as one of their own.” She studied me intently. “Your time there has
been good for you. We can all see that. Can’t we, Thomas?”My uncle gave her the baffled shrug
that a man gives his wife when he has no clue what she’s talking about – but he knows better
than to do anything else but agree. Annette smiled. “It’s settled then. Leila will go back to Samoa
to do a university preparatory year. But you must stay with us for a while, spend some time with
your Folger family while your uncle makes the necessary arrangements.”I wanted to argue. I had
been away from Daniel for two weeks already and it was killing me. But he was not all I longed
for. He was not the only reason I walked with emptiness within me. The winter was burying the
island fire that warmed me. I walked on tar seal and concrete and I couldn’t feel Fanua. I couldn’t
hear her in the chill wind. She did not move upon the icy waters of the Potomac River. Or breathe
in the chemical-laden soil of the luxuriant Folger gardens. I wanted to catch the first flight back,
right then and there, but I knew Annette was right. I was a part of this family. Even if I was a rather
surly, thug-girl part. So many of the walls that divided me from them had been of my own making.
It was not they who had excluded me from the Folger fold. It was me and my hostility. Heck, I
probably made a bigger deal out of being the brown one than they did. And so I agreed to stay
on. For just a little while longer.The weeks that followed were busy ones with barely space to
breathe. There were extended family dinners and meetings. Trips to each of the uncles’ homes.
Time spent with cousins who had once been only a blur of polite faces. Annette took me
shopping in New York. I think Uncle Thomas was squirming a little with guilt because he was
faintly relieved that I was going back to Samoa. And so his instructions to Annette had been
precise. “Buy her a new wardrobe for that university. Get her everything she needs.” It wasn’t



easy to find summer clothes in the dead of winter but money really can buy you everything.
Shopping with Annette wasn’t easy either. She had never been to the other side of the equator,
and it showed.“I’m sorry, Annette. Valentino and Calvin Klein will not make sense in Samoa. Trust
me. Think tropical country. Sauna heat and lots of sweat and dirt, okay? Samoa’s the most
beautiful place on the planet, but it’s also dusty, dirty, and nasty in places.”So she took me to
Gap and Banana Republic and I had to be happy with that. I think Annette was channeling the
‘African Queen’ and Lara Croft Tomb Raider because we ended up with lots of khaki pants, white
linen tops, and breezy cotton shifts. I let her have fun with it and, I confess, I did enjoy shoe
shopping for Louboutins just a tiny bit. But I had to draw the line at the felt-brimmed hat and thigh-
high designer ‘wilderness’ boots. Next thing you know she was going to buy me a leather whip
so I could hang out with Indiana Jones on weekends.“Umm, I don’t think so. My friend Simone
would love those.”Annette’s face lit up. “See! They’re perfect.”“Not for me they’re not. This is
Simone. His parents call him Simon.” I showed her a photo on my phone that Simone had sent
me from New Year’s Eve. With flawless makeup and a stunning red sequin dress. Slit up to the
thigh and stiletto heels. Annette’s jaw dropped.“Oh.” She put the hat and boots back on the shelf
and kept on walking. “Right, I think we’ll stick to the sandals and maybe a few more pairs of
shorts?”I laughed. “Okay. But Simone will be disappointed that I won’t have such fabulous boots
for him to borrow.”She was cool enough to laugh with me. I was starting to like Annette. And my
dad’s brothers weren’t bad either. They liked to play cards after family dinners and I taught them
the Samoan card-playing basics that I had learned from Sunday evenings with Uncle Tuala.
Games like swipi and ka-isu. With a little prompting they had loads of stories to tell about when
my dad was a kid, pestering his much older siblings.“Your dad was spoilt rotten, Leila. It’s true.
He was Mom and Dad’s golden child and could do no wrong.” Michael complained.Cameron
added. “He was a sickly baby who grew up to be a scrawny little kid. Mom was always worrying
about him getting sick. So he got away with everything.” He mimicked Grandmother Folger.
“Cameron, you let Ryan read your X-Men comics, you hear me? He was so sick when he was a
baby that we need to treasure every moment we have with him. Why don’t you go read to him in
your room? And then as soon as Mom left the room, Ryan would be making faces at me and
laughing. And he trashed my comic collection. I spent a lot of money on that collection and he
never looked after my comics properly.”It was Michael’s turn again. “He was definitely sly. Always
getting in trouble and then finding the most ingenious ways to get out of trouble! Remember that
time in high school when he didn’t come home because he was making out at the back of the
bleachers with that brunette girlfriend of his? And by six o’clock Mom went out looking for him
and she was raging mad.”I had never heard any of these stories about my dad’s childhood and I
loved it. “So then what happened?”Thomas continued the story. “Ryan saw Mom’s car and knew
she would be angry. So he ripped his shirt and rolled around a bit in the dirt. Then he told Mom
that the reason he was so late was because he got attacked and beat up by a gang of bullies.
Mom bought it, hook, line, and sinker. She drove all around the neighborhood looking for this
mythical gang and even called our dad at the office to send some of his security detail down



there to help her.” He shook his head as everyone laughed at the memory. “Dad didn’t, of course.
He was more clued in to Ryan than Mom ever was. When Dad came home, he took Ryan into
his study and warned him that if he ever made Mom worry like that again, he would send him
away to military school.”Michael scoffed. “Not like Mom would ever allow that.”Thomas shook his
head. “No. Ryan was very special to our mom.” He had a sad smile on his face. “He was very
special to all of us. He was so much younger that he kind of belonged to all of us. In a way. We all
looked out for him. And he was so different from the rest of us, that he was like a breath of fresh
air. He brought our mom and dad closer together. And he was Mom’s favorite. She had so many
things planned for his future. She was so upset when he joined the Peace Corps. Mainly
because it took him so far away from her. And then when he told us he had gotten married over
there … well, she was devastated, worrying that he was going to live over there permanently.
She was so happy when Ryan came back. With you.”There was a heavy silence as everyone
busied themselves with memories. Unspoken thoughts.“Our mom took it bad when Ryan died.
We all did. It was like the sickly boy who we all worried about when we were younger had finally
gotten the dreadful sickness that had always been an ominous threat. He was so young. So
funny. So full of life. I still can’t believe he’s gone.”Thomas stood abruptly. “Believe it. Ryan’s
dead.” He stalked out of the room, slamming the door behind him. Cold. Brutal. Final. I was
shocked.Michael spoke softly into the painful silence. “Don’t mind him, Leila. Thomas took
Ryan’s death personally. He’s the oldest, he’s always felt responsible for the family. For his
brothers. But more than that, he’s one of the finest neurosurgeons in the country and even he
couldn’t do anything for Ryan. Nobody could. Not with that kind of aggressive tumor. Nobody
had seen anything like it. It was horrifying.”The dinner gathering broke up shortly after that. Back
up in my room, I couldn’t shake it from my mind. Ryan’s tumor was like nothing the doctors had
ever seen. The finest neurosurgeons couldn’t do anything for him…it was horrifying.
Grandmother Folger’s final words hammered away at my brain. She did it. Your mother. She
killed your father. I couldn’t sleep after that. Long after the house went silent, I slipped out into
the moonlit night. I walked through the silver shimmer of the frozen garden. My breath made little
clouds of heat as I trudged away from the house and into a secluded grove of trees. I was alone.
I could see Masina the moon far above me. She was alone in a pollution-laden sky. No stars.
Only the red flickering of an airplane kept her company. Closing my eyes, I reached out with my
mind, my soul, my heart. Searching for Fanua Afi. I wanted – needed – to listen to her speak
soothing serenity to my soul. I wanted the comfort of her fire. I searched through bitter cold,
fought through frozen earth, reaching down through layers of dead soil and uncaring rock, down
to sluggish currents of magma that barely simmered with red heat. She was there. Far away, but
she was there. I summoned Fanua Afi. With every fiber of my being. And after an endless battle,
she came to me. The barest hint of flame in the palm of my hands. Not even enough to ward
away the chill of that winter night. But it was enough. To reassure me that, yes, my Mother Earth
spoke to me still. Even here, in this city of steel and glass, of rushed busy-ness and fervent time
chasers. She was here.I knelt in the snow and gave thanks for this small reminder of Samoa. Of



who I was. And then I returned to the sleeping house. I had answered my own question. Yes, I
was fanua afi even here in Washington D.C. – but my gift was only a flickering fragment of what it
was back in Samoa. I thought back to all the hours of experiments and frustration with Jason and
shook my head at the simplicity of the solution. If I wanted to remove the threat of my fanua afi,
all I needed to do was move back to America. Embrace the Folger side of myself and be the
regular girl I kept telling Jason that I wanted to be. I stared out the frosted window over the
crystal night and it was like I could see two pathways stretching out before me.I could choose. I
could choose to be regular. I could stay here in America, go to a college that the Folgers picked
out for me. Maybe study for a law degree like my dad. Or bio-medicine, drawing on my
knowledge of plants. I could have Jason. As a friend. And maybe more? He was on this path. I
could see it now. The teasing smile, the warmth of his touch, the ease with which we talked. I
could go to school on the West Coast. He would give me surf lessons in the white waves of
California. Take me to meet his family. I would like that. Siblings. The stifling closeness of
brothers and sisters, laughter, mess, and closeness. On semester breaks, maybe I could even
go with him on assignment? Be a lowly assistant for the distinguished volcano professor? With
the Folger’s money at my back, I would never have to work at any job I didn’t want. I could even
get them to sponsor Jason’s expeditions. We would make a great team. I could be happy with
that. Content. It would be easy. Comfortable.And then there was the other choice. Return to
Samoa. Embrace the fire goddess within me. Take up the challenge that came with being a
telesā without a sisterhood. Face the risk that Sarona was alive. Be with sour-faced Matile and
stern but kind Tuala. Go to university with my Samoa College friends. Simone. Maleko. Sinalei.
And love Daniel. Decipher the enigma that was his vasa loloa birthmark.This pathway was less
clear. There was danger and darkness in it. Nafanua was gone. Who would teach me all else I
needed to know about being a telesā? Who would I turn to for answers about this volatile
heritage of mine? I didn’t know if there were any more telesā matagi left in Samoa, but I was
pretty sure I had burnt my bridges with them. Literally. And loving Daniel certainly wouldn’t help.
No, this path carried no certainty or security. It wouldn’t be easy. Or comfortable.Not too long
ago, I had confronted my mother, the Covenant Keeper of the Matagi Sisterhood, and I had told
her that yes, I had a choice. I didn’t have to be like her and her sisters. I could choose my destiny.
And here now, as I looked out over the winter of Washington, I knew that, once again, I held the
key to my destiny in my hands. I could choose. Where to go and what to do. Who to love.Choice.
It was an exhilarating and terrifying thing. Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: Missing you. I’m
so sorry about your grandmother. Are you ok? Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject:
Missing you SickI’m alright. I got here in time to talk to her. We made peace. In a way. In the car
now with my uncle and aunt. We’re on the freeway. Long drive to New York. I just stopped crying.
And only because I got car sick. My uncle’s a crazy driver. I’m worried we’re going to crash and
die. I’m an island girl now, not used to hours in a car! I had to throw up. I am now back to missing
you. Sorry about the vomit reference. Too much information.Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: Vomit
vs. KissesI’ve seen you throw up before. Still wanted to kiss you after. Wish I was there to crash



and die with you. Leila Folger, Enroute to New York. Subject: Not HappyI have a complaint.
Before the car crashes and I die. You don’t kiss me enough.Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: Not
Helpful.And this is coming from a girl who’s just left the country WITHOUT ANY WARNING to fly
thousands of miles away for an unspecified period of time?! Try telling me that in person. When
we’re alone. At our midnight pool. (Clothes optional.) Leila Folger, Enroute to New York. Subject:
Excuse me?Is that a dare?Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: I will kiss you breathless.No. It’s
a promise. Satisfaction guaranteed. Leila Folger, Enroute to New York. Subject: Fire Hazard
Stop that. It’s getting hot in here. Do you want this car to flame, crash and burn?Daniel Tahi,
Samoa. Subject: Control yourself.Sorry. I forgot that the mere mention of my kiss often has that
effect on girls. And cars. Please try to contain your excitement. Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.
Subject: Bodyguard DutiesIt will be difficult. I’ll try to think about something else. Like Simone’s
offer to be your bodyguard. He’s going to protect you against the alluring advances of all girls.
Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: Surrounded by Allure.I feel very safe now. Me and Simone
will take on the gazillions of hot chicks who want me. They are everywhere. I just saw some
hiding in the bushes outside my house. Simone, help! Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.
Subject: Whatever.Very funny. If I was there, I would fry you with a flame ball. Daniel Tahi,
Samoa. Subject: Bring it.If you were here, I would hold you in my arms and never let you go. I
never want to wake up after a telesa attack without you again. You could have at least put smiley
hearts on your goodbye note. Leila Folger, Enroute to New York. Subject: SadnessI’m sorry I left
you like that.Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: LoveDon’t be. I’m just teasing you. You’re where you
need to be.Leila Folger, Enroute to New York. Subject: WorriedHow’s your chest? I mean, your
wound?Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: Check it out. Photo Attachment.I opened the photo
file and laughed out loud. He had taken a picture of himself, giving me a thumbs up while lying in
bed, shirtless so I could see the bandage Salamasina had wrapped his upper torso in. It was
made of leaves and tied with finely braided coconut rope. A sheet lay low on his hips and while
he looked a little pale he was, in every other way, my Daniel. The phone beeped, reminding me
that he was impatiently waiting for a reply. I read his message and this time, a blush of fire raced
through me.Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: My Chest.As you can see, my chest is fine. Mama
warns though that I’ll have a big old scar there. Are there any other parts of me that you’re
worried about, that you need to check out?Leila Folger, Enroute to New York.Subject: Your
chest.You talk pretty scandalous for a boy who wouldn’t kiss me for too long in case he put my
‘virtue’ in danger.Daniel Tahi, Samoa. Subject: You. Getting stabbed in the chest can do that to a
person. Besides, I need ways to keep you allured. You don’t have a bodyguard. And America is
full of hot surfers and scientists who want you. Not to mention celebrities who probably stalk your
every move. How do I know that Ryan Reynolds isn’t waiting for you in New York?I tried to ignore
the not-so-subtle reference to Jason. If I hadn’t been trapped in a car with my uncle and aunt, I
would have taken a photo for him. Of me making a face at him and poking my tongue out at the
ridiculousness of his question.Leila Folger, Arrived in New York. Subject: All of You.Don’t worry. I
prefer tattooed brown rugby players to mega celebrities. I told Ryan to stop stalking me or else



even his Green Lantern costume won’t protect him from my volcano fury. I don’t need a
bodyguard. I’m a fire goddess who’s in love with you. Every piece of you. Even the scarred chest
bits. I gotta go. We’re here. Talk later. Six weeks. Six long weeks and I was finally on my way back
to Samoa. There was so much about this journey that was familiar and yet different. The biggest
difference was that this time, I wasn’t running away from my life in Washington D.C. This time I
was going to where I wanted to be.And this time, Daniel was waiting to greet me at the airport. I
searched him out as soon as I exited through Customs. Eager. Anxious. It had been so long.
What if things were awkward? What if things had changed? What if the bond we shared wasn’t
there anymore? What if I had only imagined it?I needn’t have worried. There he was. Standing
back from the crowd. Waiting. Staring right at me. Our eyes met. Caught. And instantly, I knew.
Nothing had changed. Daniel was the same. The busy crush of the arrivals area faded to a blur
as we moved towards each other. And then I was in his arms and everything in the universe was
right again. That empty ache was replaced with Daniel. Strong. Solid. Strength. Warmth – more
familiar and reassuring than magma could ever be. He held me close and I breathed him in with
a fierce intensity. He kissed my hair, my forehead, the tip of my nose, each cheek, dancing ever
closer to my lips, as if wanting to reacquaint himself with every piece of me. And then his mouth
was on mine and I drowned in the perfect bliss of him. The tang of salt. The breathless flush of a
raging ocean wind. The rush of adrenaline as you leap from the precipice of a rushing waterfall.
He was Daniel Tahi and every part of him firmly anchored against me told me that I had been
gone too long from the one I loved.When he finally tore his mouth from mine, it was to chide me
softly. “You got me breaking all the rules here, Fire Girl.” That delicious smile reassured me that
whatever rules he was referring to, he wasn’t truly mad at me about trespassing them.“And what
rules would those be?”“The unwritten Samoan laws on public displays of affection. We just
trashed all of them. Can’t you tell?”He quirked an eyebrow at me and glanced sideways. I
followed his gaze and realized we had an avid audience. The airport crowd was staring and
muttering darkly about the couple entwined around each other in the middle of the arrivals area.
Shocking. Disrespectful. Disgraceful. Immediately, I took a step back and loosened my
embrace.“Oops.” I bit at my lower lip. “Sorry. I forgot that people don’t do that here.”He only
laughed. Low and musical. Reached for my backpack and looped it lightly over one shoulder,
and then took my hand in his. “Don’t worry about it. I’m not. Besides, I’m sure they can make
allowances for American girls. Especially ones as beautiful as you.” He bent to kiss me once
more on the cheek. A whisper. “I’ve missed you.”Joy entangled me. Filaments of gold sunlight.
Tendrils of chili red excitement. I was caught in my love for this glorious boy. And I never wanted
to be free of it. I walked with him up to the parking lot and once there, away from prying eyes, I
asked him, “Can I see it? Where they stabbed you? Are you really okay now?”In answer, he
unbuttoned his shirt and stood there with moonlight playing on his chest. On the ripple of scar
tissue that marked where the telesā had stabbed him and then tossed his body into the ocean.
Remembering that night had the fire rage sparking within me and it was a struggle to contain it. I
gently traced the scars, first with trembling fingers and then with soft kisses. Wishing that night



had never happened. Wishing I could erase all the pain he had suffered because of me. Wishing
I could wash away even this reminder with my tears.“Hey.” Daniel raised my tear-stained face to
his. “Don’t cry. It’s fine. I’m fine.”“No, it’s not fine. You’re always going to be scarred. Just like how
you’re always going to be a target for other telesā because of me. For as long as you love me,
you’re always going to be in danger.”“I’m ready for a lifetime of danger then. Are you? Because
that’s how long I’m going to love you.” He shrugged. “I kinda like my war wound. It’s a reminder
for me of how together, we can overcome anything. Even a psychotic band of weather witches.
Now come here.”I needed no second invitation. This time, my hands strayed over the planes of
his chest and then moved to his back as we kissed. I delighted in the corded feel of his
shoulders and lower to his hips. He flinched, jerking slightly away from me. “Ouch.”“I’m sorry.
What is it? What’s wrong? Did I burn you?”“No. It’s not you. It’s me.” He caught both my hands in
his. Hesitant. “Remember how I said there was something important I had to tell
you?”“Yeah.”“While you were gone, I did something.”“What?” The suspense was killing me. Was
this where he told me he had gotten with some gorgeous (skanky) girl? And he was really sorry?
And it was a big mistake? But she was so alluring he couldn’t resist?“I got a pe’a done. I had the
last stage completed a few days ago and it’s still a little sore. Here.” A resigned sigh as he
carefully shook himself loose of his shirt. “Have a look.”“You did what?!” I pulled back, my gaze
searching and finding what I had missed in the rush to be with him. There in the dim light, I could
faintly see the stamped black patterning on his hips, rising from the low-lying band of his shorts. I
moved us both into the glare of a parking lot lamppost and stepped back. Now I could see,
peering from the edges of his shorts, the intricate markings of a pe’a, running down both legs to
the knee.“You did it. You really got one. I don’t believe it.” I shook my head in disbelief. “When?
Why didn’t you tell me?”He ruffled a hand through his hair in that nervous gesture I knew so well.
A sheepish grin. “The last time we talked about me getting a pe’a, you weren’t too excited about
the idea. I didn’t want to upset you. Or worry you. Especially when you were having such a nice
time with your Folger family.” He looked hopeful that I would buy this excuse.“Whatever, Daniel.
You didn’t want me to try and talk you out of it!” Worry clamped a cold fist around my heart. “Who
did it? Please don’t tell me they used some nasty, backwoods, rusty instruments and dirty tools.
Is there any infection?”“It’s fine. Mama made sure all the tools were sterilized and she’s been
taking care of it ever since. She didn’t want me to get it done either, you know. Which is why I
didn’t tell you about it. I was having a hard enough time convincing Mama that I would be okay. I
got it done at home, spread out over a week.”I winced, thinking of the painful process. “How bad
did it hurt?”A shrug. “Bad. But Mama gave me some painkiller stuff to drink through it, which
helped. There were three of us getting it done so that helped as well. You know, solidarity and all
that. Can’t give in to the pain when there’re other guys around waiting for their turn, you know.”He
bent to fold up the hem of his shorts. “See? I told you they were fine. So, what do you think?” He
mocked striking a supermodel pose. I pretended to look pensive, hands on my hips and shaking
my head.“Hmm, I’m not sure. I need to get a better look. Can you please turn around and pull
your pants down so me and the whole world can get a better look at your bum?”He pretended to



look shocked. “Hey, don’t even joke about it or else I will!”I laughed with him. Relieved that his
grandmother had played a part in the tattooing process, ensuring his safety. Relieved that his
confession hadn’t been anything to do with gorgeous skanky girls … “I’m glad it turned out
alright. It’s beautiful. And I know it means a lot to you. You really are that noble Pacific warrior
from the legend aren’t you?”He pulled me to him in a careful embrace. “As long as you’re playing
the part of Sina, I’m your warrior. Shall we go? I better get you to your aunt’s house before she
regrets allowing me to come and get you from the airport.”In the truck, I allowed my thoughts to
wander to forbidden topics. “Daniel, if you’re my noble warrior like in the legend does that mean
you can turn into a silver dolphin?”His grip tightened on the steering wheel. “What are you talking
about, Leila?”“I mean that night you got stabbed. We’ve never talked about it. You were
underwater for over an hour. You were unconscious, stabbed in the chest when they threw you in
the sea. You should have died that night. But you didn’t. There were silver dolphins there. They
brought you back to shore. Back to me. I saw them. The ocean gave you back to me. Why?”“I
don’t know anything about silver dolphins. I do know that it was a rugged night. For both of us.
You were coping with a lot and maybe you saw things that weren’t there. You know what I
mean?”“No, I don’t know what you mean. I know what I saw. What I saw was real.”Daniel
interrupted me. “Can we not talk about it? I’ve spent the last six weeks trying to forget that night.
Can we just think about today? Think about tomorrow?” He threw me a smile. “I’m taking the day
off work so we can hang out. You want to go for a picnic?”And just like that, Daniel Tahi deflected
and got us off the silver dolphin topic. And I let him. Because he was right. Sometimes, the best
way to deal with unpleasant things is to blank them out and forget they exist.Which works fine.
Until they come back to bite you. Matile and Tuala greeted me with condolences and reserved
welcome. They had sent a sympathy card to the Folger family when I returned to Washington, a
card that contained some precious American dollars. This gesture that accompanied every
Samoan funeral had touched me deeply. It wasn’t about the money. It was the fact that this
elderly couple regarded me as part of their family and were reaching out across oceans and time
zones to my palagi extended family with this humble gift. I had explained the custom to my
American family and they had made sure that I returned to Samoa with gifts. Matile exclaimed
with breathless awe at the white lace and satin tablecloth set that Annette had sent. I had
approved the purchase from Saks because I knew that Matile would seize upon it as the perfect
donation for the church pulpit. I was right.
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Herrietta Molesi, “I CANNOT HARDLY WAIT FOR BOOK 3!!. I was surprised at how fast I was
turning pages, or that I got to the end of the book faster than I expected. I am an avid reader. I
don't rush through the pages just to get to the end or skip all the parts that I find boring or not
appealing. NO NO! That's not me. I like to go through each detail as thoroughly as possible,
because as I'm reading along I find it intriguing to predict the next events and just sort of have
fun with it in my head, especially when what I had predicted of something or someone turns out
to be exactly THAT! I can't express enough how I couldn't wait for this second installment to
come out after reading Book 1. I just couldn't wait and I looked forward to these two perfect
moments: buying it and reading it. I bought it yesterday (ebook version) and finally today, on a
perfect relaxed Saturday, I started reading the book I anticipated for so long, it was like opening
to witness gigantic fills of gold. I finally finished reading it in less than five hours and boy was I in
TEARS throughout! I'm a natural crybaby but I'm a reader myself and like how the characters in
the book like Daniel and Leila connect, that's how I am with all the books I read. But this one
was different, it wasn't as intense as the "Long Road Home" by Danielle Steel with all the agony
and emotional massacre, but "When Water Burns" sure got me into TEARS from when
Grandmother Folger died, to when Leila returned to Samoa, when Daniel embraced Leila at the
airport, when Salamasina first revealed to Leila about Daniel's past and his true being, when
Leila and Daniel broke up, when Leila went to Jason for help and the conversation they had
alone (I knew from when Lesina first made her appearance in the book and introduced as
Jason's fiance for only two weeks that she's a telesa, so in this conversation my heart went out
to Jason. I had a feeling he was going to die in the end and a part of me wished Leila and Jason
were an item, somehow, maybe in another series or lifetime), when Leila and Daniel made up at
a romantic dinner with thousands of candle lights at SamCo, when Salamasina told the story of
Moanasina to both Daniel and Leila, when Moanasina sacrificed her life to save both her lover
Ryan and son Daniel, the day Tavake saw Daniel for the first time and what she said as a
'mother' to her daughter Salamasina, when Jason died, when Leila made the ultimate sacrifice,
when Leila first woke up and Daniel was right beside her, the admirable relationship Daniel and
his mama Salamasina have, to when Leila woke up the second time around without a single
memory of who Daniel is in her life. OMG THE TEARS!! Lani, YOU DID FAR MORE THAN AN
AWESOME BRILLIANT JOB in BOOK 2. You didn't disappoint us at all, in fact, like Keahi's
impulsiveness, I hope I don't wear out of patience waiting for the last one. A lot like Twilight, with
the superiors in the end being the final rivalry, but this is better, the Telesa trilogy is
WAAAAAAAAAAY BETTER! (and yes im a big fan of twilight too). Oh and how can I forget
about SIMONE! I'm having these thoughts about a movie in which Simone totally STEALS the
spotlight from Daniel and Leila. I can't imagine Simone NOT being in this Trilogy. (wouldn't it be
something to learn that a fa'afafine might possess telesa/elemental powers as well? i know!
crazy thinking) "When Water Burns" has far exceeded my expectations and predictions. I LOVE



IT SO MUCH IM GOING TO PURCHASE A PAPERBACK VERSION FOR KEEPSAKE! Its
authors like you that I tell all my friends and families that READING IS THE BEST HOBBY
EVER! MAY GOD BLESS YOU, YOUR FAMILY, and YOUR GIFT OF WRITING AS IT INSPIRES
NOT JUST THE PACIFIC ISLANDERS, BUT THE WORLD AS WELL THAT ANYONE, NO
MATTER WHERE YOU HAIL FROM, CAN DO GREAT THINGS WHEN THEY RID OF THE
FEAR THAT TELLS THEM THEY ARE INADEQUATE! YOU ARE A PHENOMENAL WRITER,
LANI!! If that colosal octopus has thumbs in all its tentacles, I say multiply that with infinity and
that's how many THUMBS UP THIS BOOK DESERVES!! BOOK 3 BRING IT~~ My imagination
is running away with me now!! WOOOOOOOOOHOOOOOOOOOO!”

Ebook Library Reader, “LOVED it & even Better than book 1.. I really really liked book 1 but I
must say that I LOVE book 2 - When Water Burns!! Lani did not disappoint at all and I don't even
know where to begin! The opening I thought was kinda dark but it prepared us for the new
character Keahi and it also brought to light the domestic/sexual abuse that we all know happens
but most are afraid to speak on it. When he wasn't getting on my nerves, he was very helpful with
the women and children at the Center because not to long ago he and his twin were in the same
situation which was very sad. I thought he at least redeemed himself in the end..well sorta. But
enough of him because I am Team Daniel all the way!;)Thank you Lani for letting Simone play a
bigger role in this book. He freakin' cracked me up the whole time, lol! The way you described
his designs for fashion week sounded sooo cool and I almost wished pictures of it were provided
in the book. As soon as you introduced Teuila, right off the bat she reminded me of an angry
Leila who just arrived to Samoa. She's had to endure a lot at her young age and I applaud her
strength & courage in this book. I look forward to her character evolving in the next book.When
Daniel & Leila took a break, at first I was kinda like what the heck! But at the same time I knew
Leila definitely needed it because even though "she thought" should could take on everything
and anything by herself. The break was a humbling experience for her and it made Operation
Reignite Daniel all the more Awesomely Romantical and I just love how she breaks it down to
Daniel her love for him and the reason behind her taulima. The breathtaking scene that Lani
provides at SamCo sounds like a dream and one I would like to see come to life.It was great to
see Daniel's character blossom in his own right with his gift of Vasa Loloa. I always felt that even
though he was the main male character, he was was kinda in Leila's shadow because she was a
fire goddess as she so loved to remind us in the book. But now that he himself is gifted, I would
have paid good money to see that FINE man glow & burn blue at their midnight pool! Because of
his new gift, thank you for providing background info on not only Salamasina, but Daniel's birth
mother Moanasina and her own tragedy to save the life of her son Daniel and his father.As I was
getting close to the end I was nervous about Leila not waking up. But it was really sweet to hear
Daniel's confession to her and talk of their future plans. But damn Lani, you got me good in the
end there when Leila really woke up woke up!! Then BAM that was the end!! The excerpt you
provided for the next book - Bone Bearer, now I can't freakin' wait and I don't know what I'm



going to do now that I'm done reading book 2! FANTASTIC job on When Water Burns!! THANK
YOU LANI!! Overall- 2 THUMBS WAAAAAAY UP!!!”

Firefly, “Brilliant. I adore Lani Wendt Young's, Telesa books. They instantly draw me in and I am
lost to the story until finished. The characters have flaws that we can all relate to. It's these things
that make me fall in love with the characters. It's been great to see how the characters have
grown from the beginning of the first book to the end of this one. I can't wait for the third book to
be released so I can see where their paths go.”

fairylights, “Not as good as the first book. The story was still enjoyable but the constant switching
of narrative from first to third person was distracting. This installment read as more of a standard,
predictable teenage love story with less emphasis on the background culture than book one,
there was also less of an air of mystery surrounding the supernatural elements of the story.”

glowworm1981, “EXCELLENT !!!!. Wow, what an excellent follow up to Telesa! I found the
Samoan side of the story very intriguing and different (found myself googling a lot of the
mentioned foods/customs etc) from a lot of stories out there at the minute!Really can't wait for
the concluding book!DEFINITELY worth a read people! :-)”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love it. Really enjoyed this book it's so well written and the characters
are so likable.  Looking forward to number 3 x”

Hannah Behrens, “Again a brilliant piece from Samoa. Nearly as good as the first one. In this
book the author highlights problems like domestic violence while continuing the story of the
Telesa”

The book by Lani Wendt Young has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 300 people have provided feedback.
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